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BIDS OPENED ON NEW CITY HIGH SCHOOL
Emmett Ervin Wallace Dies At




Canada leads the world in the
production of eawatsiaa- the
stuff newspapers are printed on.
They make 99.9 per cent of it.
America is next with 14.8 per
cent.
The United States leads the
world in consumption of news-
print. We use 44.3 per cent of
it Japan is next with B7 per
cent.
The U.S. is gaining in product-
ion since we started making
newsprint out of slash Pine.
Capacity of Canadian mills this
Year is 10,060,202 tons while
the capacity of US. mills this
year is 3,533,000.
One ten of newsprint contains
approximately 1.1 cords of un-
peeled wood.
The prim of newsprint in 1940
was $50.00 per ton. Today it is
$147.00 per ton.
Practically all the newsprint
(Continued on Page Ten)
Emmett Ervin Wallace of New
Concord died this morning at
2:20 at the Murray-Csaloway Co-
mity Hospitai.
Wallace, age 78, was critical-
ly injured in a one car accident
on Saturday at 7:30 p. in., as-
carding to the report made by
Calloway Corint:y Sheriff Clyde
Steele and Deputy Sheriff Mau-
rice "alien.
The sheriffs report mid that
Welleise, driving a 1.966 Ford
four door sedan, was traveling
northwest an Highwary 121 So-
Wk.
Wallace lost control A Ms
car on tbe Cherry Corner curve,
left the road, hit an =beak-
ment, and nan through the fen-
ce, seconding to the sheriffs
report The car travelled see
proximately 200 fen after It
left the road, the report said.
The injured man was taken
to the local hospital where he
was adnatted end expired this
morning.
Wallace was born August 14,
1891. He was repotted to have
been a retired farmer and mov-
ed to New Concord about five
yens ego. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Geirtrude Wallace
of New Concord.
The body was Laken-this more
ing to the Whitaeill Funeral
Hume, Sturgis. Funeral arrange
manta are encamp/eta.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home had °halve loosl se.
Wide Range Of Views Covered
At Murray State Convocation
Written By Dwain McIntosh
Student opinion at Murray
State University covered a wide
range of views on the involve-
ment of US. troops in South-
east Asia in an almost six-hour
convocation Wednesday — but
it was the geeeral concensus
that violent campus protest
must be avoided.
More than 35 students took
advantage of an open forum
that stretched over nearly five
Revival Services At
Chestnut Tabernacle
Revival services will begin
this Sunday, May 17, at the
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
Pentecostal Church, Murray.
The evangelists will be Rev
and Mrs. Doc families from the
slate of West Virginia. Rev
Mullins is the fanner Director
of the West Virginia District
of the Pentecostal Church of
God of America.
Rev. Mullins has traveled ex-
tensively in evangelistic work.
He is author of a number of
gospel songs and has a long
play album on the market.
The Mullins will be singing
along with the Melody Note!
mid other singers during the
revival.
The public is cordially invit-
ed to the services to be held
each eyening at 7:30 p. in., ac-
cording to .Rev. John DeWater,
pastor.
hours in the auditorium to
voice their feelings about gov-
ernment policy. Most of them
cautioned against disorder as
detrimental to meaningful ex-
pression.
The assembly was one phase
of a three-point program an-
nounced by the university last
Thursday to give members of
the university community an
opportunity to act and react
positively.
A student poll to measure the
drift of campus opinion, and a
communications center with a
secretarial pool for a letter-
writing campaign to members
of Congfits were the other me-
thods of expression open on the
campus.
Both the poe and the mess-
ages to elected officials in
Washington went on through-
out the day in the Waterfield
Student Union Building at the
heart of the atolls.
Details of the three processes
were worked out by a group of
about 50 student, faculty and
administration representatives
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Pigeons, which are monogi
mous and mate for life, are
very slow,to accept a new mate




The ammal award presented
to a civic cieb In Esolascky for
As support of proem= far moo-
nily retarded chilthen will go
to the Murray Civilian Cub for
1970, according to Winne Wil-
lem, of the Murree Cub.
The home I vegetated by
the Mentneirp Almaden= for
Retarded Cabinet and Ed Hier
dm accepted the award for the
loud Civilians A Louisville On
Setardste May 9.
The award was asmounced at
the May 7 meeting of the Mur-
ray Civiten Qub by President
Kelvin Henley. At this meet-
ing, fifty dollars was voted as
a special premonition to the
Calloway County Association
for Mentally Retarded Children.
One hundred dollar scholar-
ships were granted to seniors
from eadi of the local high
schools for the 1970-71 school
year. The recipients were Mary
Duncan Kathy Cook, and Su-
ns Clary.
Other meeting activities in-
cluded the initiation of Reldon
Nocsvrorthy as a new Civitan
ane announcement of an inter-
Club meeting with the Cadiz
Civitan Club on June 15 at the
new Barkley Lodge where of-




Kentucky: Partly cloudy and
warm today and tonight. Scat-
tered showers and thunder-
storms chiefly north and east
portions today and tonight.
Mostly cloudy and warm Fri-
day with scattered showers and
thunderstorms most numerous
west half. Highs today and Fri-
day in the 80s. Lows tonight up-
per 50s to 60a.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Extended weather outlook for
Kentucky Saturday through
Monday:
A chance of showers each day
and continued warm. Highs in
the 80s. Lows in the 60s.
KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES
!. Kentucky Lake elevations as
mealured by Tennessee Valley
Authority at 7 cm. yesterday
with predictions to midnight
tonight.
Scott Fitzhugh 363.5, fall 1.2.
Eggners Ferry 363.4, fall 1.3.
Kentucky 11W 363.6, fall 1.3.
Kentucky TW 319.7, fall 3.9.
Sunset today 7:47, sunrise
Friday 5:49.
CELEBRATE COMMUNION
, Robert Layne, Vicar of the
Trinity Episcopal Church, Ful-
ton, will celebrate Holy Com-
munion on Whit Sunday, May
17, at 10:30 a. in. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, Murray.
No New Accidents Are , Methodist Women
'Plan Meetine At
The Murray Police Depart-
ment reported this morning that! Martin's Chapel
had been filed in the past twen- 1
ty-four hours.
LcagTwenty-two accident reports society offigrs istianill theSerW enarvic  of
Methodist churches throughout
.the Paris District will receive
information concerning their
responsibiiltie,s at the annual
Officers Training Day to be held
next Tuesday, May 19.
Reported In Past Day
for the city of Murray have
been filed by investigating of-
ficers for the month of May.
In other action yesterday and
last night four persons were ril-
ed by the pollee. They were for
no helmet, public drunkenness,
reckless driving, and disregard-




Revival services will begin at
the Faith Baptist Church, locat-
ed at Hazel, on Monday. May
18, and will continue through
Sunday, May 24.
Services will be held each
evening at 7:30 p.m.
Bro. James Rhodes of May.
field will be the visiting evan•
gelist. Bro. Tess Morgan will be
in charge of the music.
The pastor, Bro. J. D. Kim,
bro, and the church invite the
public to attend.
The meeting will be held at
*hes Chapel United Metho-
dist Church near Murray, begin-
ning at 9:30 a. in., aid con-
cluding with a sack lunch mid
fellowship hour at noon. A
sury will be provided.
Instruction will be given by
district officers in each line of
work, with Mrs. C. C. Lowry of
Murray, Paris District president,
presiding. The meditation will
be given by Mrs. L E. McCord
of Cottage Grove, with special
music by Mrs. Karen Coles. Mrs.
Jerry Garrett will extend the
welcome from the host society
Officets and circle chairmen
of all societies in the district
are urged to !attend.
First 'Republican Cabdidate
Files For Gubernatorial Race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UP!! —
Reid Martin, a JeffersontoAn
developer and builder, Wednes-
day became the first Repnbli-
can to file as a candidate for
the party's gubernatorial nomi-
nation in the May, 1971 pri-
mary.
Martin, 58, virtually unknown
in GOP political circles, served
as Jeffersontown Police CDurt
Judge in 194142. He said he
would campaign on a platform
based on integrity in govern-
ment, more pile for school tea-
chers and a stabilized tax rate.
A native of Geneva, Ohio,
Martin has lived in Kentucky
since 1937. He received his bach-
elor's degree from Ohio Uni-
versity and is now the manager
of Martin Investments in Jeff-
ersontown.
Martin said he filed early be-
cause "I have to start from
scratch," although he said he
did not plan to begin campaign-
ng for several months.
He mentioned state Sen. J. C.
Kathy Rowlett Named
To Honorary Soroity
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rowlett of
Murray has been pledged to
Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman
women's honorary sorority at
Southern Illinois Universit) at
Carbondale.
To become eligible, students
must have maintained" a 45
average which is a mark half-
way between A's sad B's The
38 member group will be in-
itiated at 1:30 p.m.. May'2nri
the Ballroom of the University
Center.
Carter of Scottsville as a possi-
ble running mate for the nomi-
nation for lieutenant governor,
but said he did not know when
Carter intended to file for can-
didacy.
The May term of the Callo-
way Circuit Court with Judge
lanes M. Lassiter presiding will
resume again on Tuesday, May
19, A nine a. in.
Scheduled case for that day
for the petit jury will be Claude
Miller vs. Letitia Ore and Tom-
my Cbrap which concerns an
submiabile accidept, according
to the office of Circuit Court
Clerk James Blalock.
Tire ease of Jerry Lyme Lo-
vett and Levena Donegal Lo-
vett vs. Mildred Farley Rags-
dale which concerned as au-
tomobile accident had been
scheduled Zor Tuesday, May 12,
but was settled out of court.
FREE PUPPIES
Thre small puppies, eight
weeks 
edid 
are free to someone
for pets. Phone 753 or in-
COLLIE NEEDS HOME
Mrs. L D. Cathey has a two-
yearold, male collie that she
wishes to give away. She says
the dog need", a country home
aid that he is gOod.ivith chil-
dren. For information call be;
at 7534884.
Dr. H. S. Mckenzie
Selected For Series
Dr, Hillis S. McKenzie, wbo
is well known in Murray, the
son of Rev. mid Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, has been selected by
the Italian goveniment for a
aeries of lectures at the Uni-
versity of Naples, under the Fill-
bright Foundatioc. This month
he has been guest preacher in
the British Protestant Church
in Rome.
Since his rebrement, Rev.
Henry McKenzie, who resides
in Murray has been serving In-
terim Pastorates for metropoli-
tan churches whose pupies were
vacant, in Rock Lsland and Quin-
cy, Illinois. At present he is
fulfilling preaching engage-
ments for the Riverside Com-
munity Church in Owensboro, NEW YORK (UPI) — The
where his services will continue Dow Jones Industrial Index, the
through the month of May. closely scrutinized barometer of
stock market trends, dropped
below the 700 level Wednesday
for the first time in almost
seven years.
The _plunge, which came on a
moderate turnover, was attri-
buted to a variety of causes—
strife in the streets, discontent
over the war and faltering cor-
porate profits.
"There's a lot of gloom and
no "one wants to own any
stocks," said Newton Mader,
analyst for E. F. Hutton & Co.
The DJ average closed at
603.64 off 10.75, its lowest point
since July 29, 1963 when it
finished at 690.71.
Analysts were reminded of
the remarks madeby President
Nixon on April 28 this year
when he told. the American
Society of- Association Execu-
tives: "If I had some money, I
would buy some stocks right
now."
The President wasn't indulg-
ing in wishful thinking or just
being wistful.
He evidently was expressing
his confidence in his adminis-
tration's inflation policies and
his belief the market *was bot-
toming out.
However if the President had
bought 100 shares of each of
the 10 most active issues traded
the day he made his statement
here's what would have happen-
ed:
It would have cost Nixon
about $57,500 to buy the shares.
By noon Wednesday he livoul
have lost approximately $2,762.
Phillip Battle Named
To Dean's List At UK
Phillip Kemp Bettie, 1103
Main Street, Murray, was among
ben University of Kentucky stu-
dents from five counties in the
Purchase Area of the Common-
wealth who have been named
to the deans bet in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
To be honored by their dean,
arts and sciences studeols insist
attain a 3.6 academic stranding
or better, band on a 4.0 grad-
ing system. The 399 students
lamed to the list represent the
six per cent of the stu-
dents eintelitar in the college.
The student by county ere:
Battle, a freshman chemistry
major who made a' perfect 4.0
academic standing. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bat-
tle.
The other students by county
are: Carlisle: Jimmy Len Flegle
Jr., freshman pre-law major,
Bardwell
Fulton: Mrs. Sara Poe David-
son, senior English major who
made a perfect 4.0 ebanding, 300
Eddings, Fulton, arid Amy4Au-
ra Bondurant, freshman pre-
law major, 300 Pdoulexi Street,
Hickman.
Hickman: Ruth Elaine Crad-
dock, junior psychology major,
533 Mayfield Road, Clinton
McCracken: William Earl Ad-
ams Jr., junior pre-medicine
major, 2814 Cornell Place; Pam-
ela Anne Groben, sophomore
English major who made a per-
fect 4.0 standing, 23 Margaret
Court; R.. filarcella Murray,
freshman prepharmacy major,
2016 Kentucky Avenue; John
Preston Stainback, junior pre-
lim major, 3726 Bever Lane,
and limn Stephen Wurth, so-
phomore mathematics major,
!Route 5, all of Porkies&
Hal Perry Constructioe Gam-
pony of Benton with a bid of
$1,2154,000.00. Other bids nab-
nutted were: George Ay= Coin-
the Mabel Pullets property on ,pany, Evansville, Ind., $1,289,-
Doran Road which the boor& 365; Hartz-Keirpatrick Camerae-
purchased last year. 1 floc Co., Owensboro, KY-, Or
The apparent low bidder was 303,960; D. J. Barclay & Com-
pany, Gadsden Alabama, $1,
338,652; arid Hardaway Con-
struction Company, Nashville,
Teem. $1,384,000.00
The Board of Education will
meet tonight at 7:30 to candid-
er the bide.
City Schoed Superirdendent,
Fred Schultz, said this momiee
that the Board was "very well
pleased with the bids" aid that
the State Department Education
(Continued on Page Ten)
Hal Perry Construction
Is Apparent Low Bidder
The Murray Board of Educa-
tion yesterday opened bids on
the new city high school to be
located on the south end of
Dow-Jones Average
Plunges To lowest
Mark In Seven Years
Spring Musical Will
Be Held At Austin
The Spring Musical ot Austin
ichool will be presented Fri-
day at 7:30 in the auditorium
of Murray, High School.
The Musical will feature the
play "This Land Is Our Land,"
a history of the United States
in music. It was written, and is
being directed by Mrs. William
Porter, music teacher for Au-
' stir School. Terry Dick, Lisa
The Twin Lakes coon Club Higgeinson, and Stanley Henley
will have a swim Saturday will have lead parts.
night, May 16. There will be as admission
charge of 50 cents for adults
Prize money of $250.00 will
be 'given if sixty dogs or more
are entered. If this. mealy dogs
are not entered, eighty percent
of the entry fee will be given.
The public is invited to at-
tend.
Twin Lakes Coon Club
Plans Swim Saturday
mid 25 cents for students not
belonging to Austin School. Pre-
school children will be admitted
free. •
Relatives aid friends of the
children, as well as the publick
are encouraged to attend.
Governor Mounts
Drinking Drivers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Mounting an all-out campaign
against drinking drivers, Gov.
Louie B. Nunn today fired off
a letter 'to law-enforcement ri-
thorities throughout Kentucky
calling for vigorous enforcement
of laws against driving while
under the influence of alcolgil.
"Tfie importance of strict en-.
forcement-in this can net
be' overemphasized," the gover-
nor's letter said. "Let's make
every Kentuckian count."
He noted that 50 per cent of
traffic fatalities and 85 per cent
of traffic accidents can be at-
tributed to drivers who have
been affected by alcoholic bev-
erages.
The governor said vigorous
enforcement of the "implied
consent" law could reduce such
accidents tremendously. The law
permits authorities to subject
motorists to breathalyzer tests
if they suspect they are under
the influence of alcohol.
Nunn observed that most Ken-
tucky counties now have breath-
alyzers.
"The problem no longer is
proving them drunk," Nunn
said. "It is getting them con-
victed."
The Wranglers Riding Club.
will have its "WKHA Horse
Show" on Saturday, May 16, at
four p. in.
Twenty-six riding take out
events with five place trophies
will be held. The entry fee Will
be one dollar except for rescue
which Will be two dollars. This
Le a "WKHA Point Show":
Food will be available in the
concession stand.
The tiding club is located off
Highway 94•East from Murray.
To reach the club turn left at
the Lake Stop Grocery and fol-
low the blacktop road for two
miles.
Alamein ater"---iaiggipetionst~ '
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER. & Tunis rim
Roy MeDonald, superinteuSent of Trigg Coady Schools, will be the
speaker at the Alm° High School commencement exercises.
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten was installed as presidenC0f the
Murray WOMB'S Club at the dinner meeting held last night.
• Thomas Hornbuckle is valedictorian and Johnny L. Cooper is
 sattOtarian of the seuiaklass at Douglass High Scbool.
Thetalloway County Library on South 6th Street has been given
several items recently. Mrs. John Pasco is chairman of the board.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES MA
Gay-loo H Windsor, Paris Real Estate agent, and former
legislator, died yesterday. He was formerly of Calloway County.
The fifth annual Junior Conservation Club opens today at Kentucky
Lake.
&Has Susanne Miller of Mt. Vernon, M., was the weekend guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grady Miller:
"Stub Wilson walking by the office all smiles", from the column,
"Seen and Heard Around Murray".
Bible Thought for Today
The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear?-
Psalm 27:1.
Fear is dispelled as darkness, by God's guiding light He is my




TYLER, Tex, (UN) - Deputy
Sheriff Bill Miller resigned
Wednesday. Tuesday he arrest-
ed his wife for robbing a bank.
Sheriff Harlan Long said
Miller "was pretty broke up"
over his wife's arrest. Ruby
Miller was arrested by robb1ng
the Arp, Tex., State Bank of
$1,757.
Long said Miller's father,
Deputy Sheriff Riley Miller,
remained on the staff.
The Millers were Tarried
three months ago. '
Miller suspected his wife of
robbing the bank when he
heard the job was pulled off by
a young blonde in a red
automobile. Miller and Loog
went to Miller's home and
waited until his wife 28, arrived
home in a piciam truck with a
strange man.









Fables are sometimes more
widespread than facts. Unfor-
tunately, this is true in the case
of many of the beliefs about
suicide, which causes some
22,000 tragic, unnecessary
deaths in the U.S. each year.
Here are a few prevalent
fables Ad the true facts about
suicide which everyone should
know:
. Fable: People who talk about
suicide don'tnunit suicide.
Fact: Of .by 10 pelvic who
kill themselves, 11 have giver
definite warnings of suicidal in-
tentions; suicide threats and at-
tempts must be taken seriously.
Fable: Once a person is sui;
oda!, he is that way 'forever,.
Fact: Individuals who wish
to kill themselves do not neces-
sarily continue to be suicidal,
but may be "suicidal" only frit
a limited period of time. They
can go on to lead useful lives.
Fable: Improvement follow-
ink, a suicidal crisis means that
the suicidal risk is over.
Fact: Most suicides occur
within about three months fol-
lowing the beginning of "im-
provement," when this. individ-
ual has the energy to put his
morbid thoughts and feelings
into effect. Relatives and phy-
sicians should be especially
vigilant during this period.
Fable: Suicide is inherited or
"runs in a family."
Fact: Suicide does not run
in families. It is an individual
matter and can be prevented.
Fable: Suicide strikes more
often among the rich or, con-
versely, among the poor.
Fact: Suicide is neither a
rich man's disease nor the poor
man's curse. Suicide is repre-
sented proportionately among
all lekis of society.
Fable: Suicidal people are
fully intent on dying.
Fact: Most suicidal people
are undecided about living or
dying; and they gamble with
death, leaving it to others to
save them.
Almost no one commits sui-
cide without letting others know
bow be is feeling. Almost al-
ways, he utters some kind of
"cry for help." These distress
signals can be used to save
lives; and, in many places, men-
tal health agencies and com-
munity centers are setting up
walk-in and phone-in services
to which people can turn in
time of need for help.
Survey Shows Social Security
Ceiling Should Be Increased
(Editor's Note - Representa-
tive William Chappell, Jr., of
Florida has introduced legisla-
tion, H. R. 14359, which would
permit Social Security recipients
to earn tm to $2,430 a year and
still retain full old-age benefits.
At present, any earnings over
$1,680 a year cause benefits to
be reduced yet many elderly
persons cannot subsist on bene-
fits alone or in combination with
meager earnings. Businessmen
responding to the National Fed-
eration of Independent Business
poll endorse the bill, with 86 per-
cent in favor, 12 percent against
the proposal. and 2 percent unde-
cided.)
The rising cost of living has
made the ceiling on a Social Sec-
urity recipient's earnings as out..
of -date as a 4-cent stamp.
At least a majority of the nat-
ion's independent business pro-
prietors seem to think so, as ev-
idenced by a poll just completed
by the National Federation of In-
dependent Business. The ceiling
on earnings, above which old-age
benefits are reduced, is $1,680
a year, tm only $180 since 1966.
Since then, inflation has severely
eroded the fixed incomes of many
older people.
Legislation proposed to Con-
gress by Rep, William Chappell,
Jr., of Florida to increase this
limit to $2,400 ($200 a month)
is supported by 86 percent of the
businessmen polled by the Fed-
eration. Only 12 percent disagree
and the remainding 2 percent are
undecided.
Businessmen in Kentucky give
this response 78 percent favor
the measure, 20 per cent are oppo-
sed, and 2 percent undecided 
Many businessmen cannot see
any justification for the "retire-
ment test" which penalizes old-
age benefit recipients if their
earnings exceed a stated amount.
Many who would hire older per-
sons for temporary or part-time
work find this an obstacle, since
negligible additional income may
result. Social Security benefits
are tax-free, whereas earnings
are taxed,
President Nixon has proposed
an increase of $10 a month to
$1,1100 a year and abolishment of
the dollar - tor- dollar reduction
MURRAV1* TONIGHT*















to a pretty hitchhiker whose
red automobile had blown a
tire. The FBI believed the
man's story and released him,
Miller and Long recovered
the stolen money.
Long said he did not question
Mrs. Miller "because of the
circumstances" and immediate-
ly turned the case over to
federal authorities.
Charges were' filed against
Mrs. Miller and she was
released on $15,009 band.
1Y softened. Administrator Rob-
ert M. Ball told the Federation
that the present regulation makes
those who must wprk, and those
who can earn higher pay, "ctisad-
vantet.1". He supports the Pres-
ident's proposal.
But businessmen across the
nation hope Congress will take
a more liberal view, and permit
older persons to earn $200 a




Charles sod Estelle Caldwell,
Edward Y. aid Lillian A. Mor-
llan to Jimmy Ray and Donna
Play Garland; lot in Ent Y Man-
or Subdivision.
mary Opal Hopkins mid Char-
les Hopkins to H. B. Turner
sod Bernice Turner; lot in Dex-
ter, Ky.
John C. Futrell to Darrell
Howell and Patricia Howell; lot
In Candllite Eettates Subdivi-
sion.
Anton Herndon and Jacque-
line Herndon to Forrest Mur
dock, lot in Calloway County
C. R. Hamlin and Mary Ham
tin to William H. Wiseheart
and Zella Wiselent; lot in Cal-
loway County.
J. L Ellison and Muriel MU-
son to Gary L. Ellison sod Wan-
da Elliman; lot in Calloway Co-
unt%
H. B. Turner end Bernice
Turner to Mary Opal Hopkins
and Charles Hopkins; lot on
U. S. Highway 641.
Lakeland Inc., to William A.
&Kabala and Leckie Zambia's;
lot as Panorama Shores.
Billy Joe Thorn and Kay Eli-
zabeth Thorn to Mary Opal Hop
kin. and Charles Hopkins; ks
in town of Dexter.
Raymond Clark and Evonna
Clark to Virginia Harmeyer; lot
in Calloway County.
James D. Futrell and Nam",
J. Futrell to Clarence Ekiridge
and Ruby Eldridge; lot in Cal-
loway County.
James D. Futrell and Nam"'
J. Futrell to Vicki E. Eldridge:
lot in Os/loway County.
Fulton E. Young and Irene
at bewenta ntow Imposes ow waxy- C. Young to Jerry Frenklin
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, May 14th,
the 134th day of 1970 with 231 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Saturn
and Mercury.
The evening stars are Venus.
Mars and Jupiter,
On this day in history:
In 1904 the Olympic Games
were held in the United States
for the first time, at St. Louis.
In 1940 Nazi planes bombed
the dutch city of Rotterdam,
killing an estimated 30,000
persons.
In 1942 Congress established
the WAACS, the Woman's
Auxiliary Army Corps, for
World War II duty.
In 1969 President Nixon
proposed an all-out withdrawal
of all U.S. Allied and North
Vietnamese troops from South
Vietnam
---
A thought for the day: British
Novelist George Meredity said,
"A witty woman is a treasure,
witty beauty a power."
A LITTLE LATE
OAKLAND, Calif, (UPI)— A
letter mailed from Shawnee,
Okla., on Sept. 30, 1947, turned
up in the morning delivery
Monday at an Oakland firm.
The letter-rather beat up
and bearing an upside down,
three-cent stamp - was ad-
dressed to Mattel Humphrey, a
former employe of the firm.
The postman said it apparently
had been stPuck in a mail sack
or box somewhere for more
than 22 years.
lags over $2,880. The basic pen-
alty is $1 in Social Security for
each $2 earned above the $1,680
level. A computation by the Fed-
eration shows that with earnings
of only $3,000 a year, Social Sec-
urity benefits are cut $720, there-
by reducing a $100 a month gov-
ernment check to just $40.
Reduced benefits because of
excessive earnings amount to
about $2 billiona year. Changes
In the earnings limit would in-
crease the payout from Social
Security reserves, and this is one
reason why the small minority
of businessmen oppose a change.
An unfair aspect of the law-
as busihiamen see it' - is that
persons with rental, dividend and
other non-wage income are not
penalized by reduced Social Secu-
rity benefits, since this provision
applies only to salaried earnings
or self-employment income. Even
those whose investment income
runs into five figures receive full
benefits.
Opposition to change in the re-
tiXement test-by the Social Secn-
sly Administratihn ha:s
Thompson and Suzanne Thomp-
son; lot in Calloway County.
.keeph E. Sledd and Lune
Simla to Albert J. Smith, Nor-
man Dyson and Ann L Dyson;
lot in Panorama Shores.
Ronald Burke Greenens and
Shirley May Greenens to Char
lee D. Outland and Mary D. Out-
land; lot in Plainview Shores.
Lakeway Shores, Inc. to Jo-
seph S. Bell, Union City, Tenn.
or G. 0. Overby of South Ful-
ton, Tepn.; lot in Lakevrazr
Shores.
L D. Miller and Frances Mil-
ler to Duel E. StaLls and Mil-
dred K. Stalls lot in Calloway
County.
Jerry Roberts end Linda Ro-
berts to John C. Futrell, lot in
Oandlelbte &tate&
Charles C. Canon of Paducah,
executive of Ina Last will and
and testament of Ruby Smith to
Hervey A. Roberson and Mil-
tired A. Roberson; 3 lots in
Beale and Holton Addition.
Safety Council Urges Support
For Traffic Safety Campaign
"More than 28,000 Americans
died in 1969 because of drunken
drivers," according to Howard
Pyle, president of the National
Safety Council.
Alcobol was a factor in more
than half of last year's 56,400
traffic fatalities.
Pyle suggests two ways in
which people can help reduce this
needless loss of life:
1. Wait at least one hour per
average drink consumed befor
attempting to drive, This is
amount of time most people n
to regain the coordination
good judgment required to drive
a car safely. The body is usually
able to dispose of one ounce of al-
cohol in one hour.
2. Support adoption of a 0.10
per cent presumptive level of in-
toxication and an "implied con-
sent" provision at the state level.
The amount of alcohol in the
blood is measured in terms of
blood - alcohol concentration
(EtAC's). A BAC of 0.10 per
cent means that 0.10 per cent
of the material in the blood is
alcohol. This is the presump-
tive level of intoxication reco-
mmended by the National Safety
COIMCil; American Medical Asso-
ciation; Department of Transpor-
tation; Department of Health, Ed-
ucation, and Welfare; and Nation-
al Committee on Untharrn Traffic
Laws and Ordinances.
A 120-pound drinker reaches
the 0.10 per cent level after
alightly more than three bottles
of beer or slightly less than four,
"shots" of whiskey during one
hour. A 180-pound drinker may
be able to consume five bottles
of beer or. five "shots" in an hour
before reaching 0.10 per cent.
One study revealed that, when
a driver's BAC reaches 0.15 per
cent, the chances of his being in-
volved in a traffic accident are
25 times greater than if his body
were essentially free of alcohol.
Yet in 24 states, a driver isnot
considered legally drunk until he
reaches this level.
Another legal aspect of the
campaign to get thedrunken driv-
er off the road is the "implied
consent" provision. This speci-
fies that any person placed under
arrest for operating a motor ve-
hicle while under the influence of
alcohol is pr esumed to have given
his consent to a chemical test to
determine his BAC. If he does
not consent, his driver's license
may be suspended or revoked.
Definition of the presumptive
el of intoxication at 0.10 per
t and the "implied consent"
vision are toth part of the nat-
State Highway Safety Pro-
am Standard dealing with Alco-
hol in Relation to Highway Safety.
This standard is one of 16 estab-
lished by the National Highway
Safety Bureau in response ta the
Highway Safety Act of 1966. The
standards are designed to save
lives and reduce injuries by im-
proving accident prevention met-
hods used in state highway safety
programs.
E-tdahlished of a 0.10 per cent
presumptive level of intoxication
and adoption of an "implied con-
sent" provision are two legal
means of safeguarding the public
against the drunken driver.
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111 Maple St mans
—NOW OPEN -
GRAFIK ADVERTIZ1NO
Isidustrlal Heed & Main Strew
(Behind Adams' Welding)
Ir 753-8692
We Do Ali Types of Painted




Will Sponsor A Dance
FRIDAY - 7 P.M. TO II P.M.
Music by
The Tracking Stations
Admission: 9.00 per person-
Corner 4th 4c Olive- - Murray
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Paid Political Adverting By Stubblefield For Cougress.
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MSU Tennis Team To Play
In OVC Meet At M. Tenn.
The Murray State tennis team
will enter the Ohio Valley Coo-
ference tournament at Middle
Tennessee this weekend with a
14-2 overall record, a6-1 confer-
ence record, and in third place in
OVC standings,
The Racers have beaten every
team in the league but Western
Kentucky in dual matches but
trail both Western and Tennessee
Tech, the defending champion, in
standings.
The pro-tournament standings
are determined by the matches
won in dual meets with OVC
teams. Western has 48 points.
Tennessee Tech 42, Murray 38,
East Tennessee 36, and Middle
Tennessee 34.
In the tournament, two points
will be awarded an individual
or a doubles team winning a
first or a second round match
and three points for winning a
champicaship.
The pre-tournament and tour-
nament points will be totaled
to determine the conference ch-
ampionship.
Bob Willett will play No. 1
singles for Murray, He had a
5-2 record against OVC opponents
and may be seeded second in the
tournament. 011ie Karviala, 6-1
In the OVC, will play at No. 2
and will likely be seeded first in
that position. Julia Nlittyseets,
3-4 in the league, will play at No.
3; Mike Whitty, 2-2, at No. 4;
and Chuck Cooper, 3-4, at No.
5. None of the three will be seed-
ed. Peter Hay, at No. 6, is 4-1
and will likely be seeded first or
second.
Willett and Whitty, the No, 1
doubles team, is 5-2 and may be
seeded second; Karviaia and Nin
ttyvirta, at No. 2 doubles, are
6-1 and will probably be seeded
first. The No. 3 team of Cooper
and Hay, will not be seeded.
The tournament will begin Fri-
day morning and continue through
Saturday. Murray last won an
OVC championship (tennis) in
1967.
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Hiatt Traded To
Chicago For Day
MONTREAL (UPI) - The
Montreal Expos traded catcher
Jack Hiatt to the Chicago Cubs
Tuesday in exchange for utility
outfielder Charles "Boots" Day.
Montreal bought Hiatt from
the San Francisco Giants prior
to the start of the season when
regular catcher John Bateman
was hospitalized with a bruised
kidney. Hiatt, 27, had 14 hits in
43 at-bats for a .326 average
with the Expos.
In addition to Bateman, the
Expos have two other catchers
In John Boccabella and ROD
Brand.
Day, 22, appeared in only 11
games for the Cubs, four of
them as a pinch-runner. He
came  to  the plate only eight
times and had two hits for a
250 average. Day played in 11
games with the St. Louis
Cardinals last year ind was
hitless in six chances.
BEN 1100AN SAYS
HE'LL PLAY ONE
HOLE AT A TIME
FORT WORTH (UPI) -Ben
Hogan, will play it "one hole at
a time, one day at a time," in
an attempt to close out his stori-
ed career before his home town
friends.
Hogan, his weakened left knee
flaring up again, today begins
what he has said could be his
last tournament, It comes in the
same city where, more than four
decades ago, he and old rival
Byron Nelson began their life
in golf by caddying for the town's
elite.
Hogan's farewell will come in
the $125,000 Colonial National
Invitation, an event Hogan has
won 20 per cent of the time
since its inception in 1946. The
tournament is played over the
testing 7,142-yard par 35-35-70
Colonial Country Club course
where the trophys are four U. S.
Opens, two Masters, two PGA
victories and a British Open
title, He won the Varcion Trophy
three times and five times was
leading money winner for the
year.
Hogan, despite his fine play
last week in Houston where he
shot a three-over 287 capped by
a splendid 70 in the heat of
Sunday afternoon, does not figure
to be a prime challenger.
"I shouldn't be playing," he
said. "I'm tired, and I haven't
played the course in three years.
The pre-tournament favorite's
role is split between leading mon-
ey winner Lee Trevino, Jack
Nicklaus and Gary Player. Nick-
laus and Player's trig three com-
panion - Arnold Palmer - is not
in the field.
Angels Stop Boston 5-3
To Stay On Top In West
By STU CAMEN
UPI Sports Writer
The California Angels, which
finished the 1969 season 20 gam-
es under .500 with a 71-91 record,
won their seventh contest out of
the last eight Wednesday night by
beating Boston, 5-3, and remained
atop the American League's West
Division with an impressive 21-
10 mark.
Jim Spencer, despite going hit-
less, played a major role in the
Angels' latest victory as he walk-
ed with the bases loaded in the
eighth inning to force in the go-
ahead run. California had rallied
for two runs in the eighth with the
benefit of only one hit - a bunt
single by Sandy Almar-after Bos-
ton tied the score in the top of
the inning on Tony Conigliaro's
second homer of the game and his
seventh of the season.
Minnesota edged Baltimore,
5-4, in 10-innings, Milwaukee beat
New York, 3-1; Kansas City
nipped Cleveland, 1-0, in 12-
innings; Oakland topped Washing-
ton, 8-1, and Chicago at Detroit
was postponed because of rain,
in other American League games,
The Angels' win was credited
to reliever Ken Tatum who came
on after Conigliaro's second hom-
er.
Bill Rigney, who now manages
the Twins, saw his club keep pace
thanks to Rich Reese's 10-inning
double which scored Tony Olvia
with the winning run as the Orio-
les, leading the East Division by
six games, had their eight-game
winning streak snapped. Harmon
Killebrew belted his 10th homer
for the Twins and the 456th of his
major league career to tie the
Orioles' Frank Robinson for 12th
place on the all - time home run
list.
Ted Savage belted a three-run
_ Mixed Couple
Bowling Summer League





1415 Main Street Phone 753-2202
homer , off loser John Cumber-
land, in the sixth inning and
Johnny Morris tossed a three-
hitter to help Milwaukee beat
New York and give the Brewers
their sixth win in the last seven
games.
Bob Taylor's pinch-hit double
In the 12th inning scored Joe
Keough from second base with
the only run of the game in Kan-
sas City's victory over Clevela-
nd. Al Fitzmorris hurled one
Inning of relief to gain credit
for the win while Cleveland re-
liever Phil Hennigan took the
loss.
Don Mincher drove in three
runs and Rick Monday and Sal
Bando two each for Oakland as
the A's extended the Senators'
losing streak to seven games.
John Odom hurled the first six
Innings for Oakland to pick up







With a threat of rain in Friday's
weather forecast, today could bc
the final chance drivers anc
crews get to practice before Sat-
urday's first day of "500" timc
trials at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway.
Rain limited practice time We-
dnesday to a little over 31/2 hours-
a relatively short period of time
during which a large number of
cars - 38- managed to get in prac-
tice laps.
Veteran driver Gordon John-
cock, Hastings, Mich., escaped
harm Wednesday in an accident
right at closing time - 6 p.m.
EDT,
Johncock's machine came out
of the No. 3 turn and brushed
the outside wall twice, about
100 feet apart, then spun arou-
nd completely as it entered the
No, 4 turn. Johncock regained
control and drove the car into
the pits under its own power.
There apparently was little
damage to the racer.
The accident was the fifth in
as many days at the 21/-mile
course and occurred just be-
yond the point where former
world Grand Prix champion De-
nis Hulme of New Zealand leap-
ed from his burning car Tuesday.
Hulme, who suffered b urns on
the hands and feet and about
the body, probably will see nol
further "500" action this year.
Doctors said he was definitel),
out of action for this weekend
and it was "most improbable'
he would be ready for the sewn(






Gary Gentry missed by only a
shoestring Wednesday of becom-
ing the first pitcher in the history
of the New York Mets to toss a
Gri—hiftar
The 23 - year - old righthander
pitched a one-hitter in blanking
the Chicago Cubs, 4-0, and the
only kit he allowed came with
two out in the eighth inning when
leftfielder Dave Marshall missed
on an attempted shoestring catch
of a sinking liner off the bat of
Ernie Banks.
"I should have had the damn
thilig." said Marshall. "If I had
held the glove with the fingers
fiat on the grontid I'd have caught
it. Instead,ll held it with just the
tips of. the glove on the ground.
hit Ike-tip-4f ilWglOve
and rolled under it."
Art Sharnsky provided Gentry
with the only run he needed when
he blasted his fourth homer of the
season in the fourth inning. Wayne
Garrett, a fourth-inning replace-
meet for Joe Foy, contributed
a double and a triple to the Mets'
attack and scored two runs. Bill
Sands took the loss for the Cubs,
In other National League act-
ion, Pittsburgh beat St. Louis,
5-1; San Francisco topped San
Diego, 5-1; Houston defeated Los
Angeles, 6-5; and Montreal edged
Philadelphia, 7-6. Atlanta and
Cincinnati were not scheduled,
Al Oliver's second career gra-
nd slam homer enabled the Piran
tea to defeat the Cardinals, Bob
Gibson suffered the loss while
Bob Moose, with relief help from
Dave Giusti, got the win.
Tito Fuentac accounted for all
the Giants' runs with a two-run
triple and a three-run homer,
Rich Robertson went the distance
for the Giants, allowing only
three hits, to gain his third
victory in five decisions.
Joe Pepitone belted a three-
run homer and Doug Rader added
a solo blast as the Astros beat the
Dodgers for the ,second strai -ht
night. Rader r anhis hitting str eak
to 16 games in helping Peony
Lemaster to his third triumph
In six decisions. Claude ('steell
suffered his fourth loss in s,',.en
decisions.
Rusty Staub drove in four ruts
with a homer, single and •iouhle
and Ron Fairly drove in three with
a sacrifice fly and a doutle as
the Expos sent the PhilLte iown
to their seventh straight loss.,
• 1,40na.:drOve ;lye  runs
with a pair of homes for e
Phillies • and Ron Stone ,:tiled
a solo blast.
RECEIVES AWARD
NEW YORK (UPI)-Galt Say-
ers, ,Chicago Bear running hack
who shook off knee surgery to
lead-the National Football League
in rushing last year, 'has been
named recipient of the George
Halas Award as the "most cour-
ageous player."
Sayers , picked to the all-Pro
team for the fifth straight year,
will receive the Halas Award
May 25 at the third annual dinner
of the New York Chapter of the
Pro Football Writers Association
on May 25.
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Murray High, Calloway To
Meet In Baseball Tourney
MURRAY, Ky. - A 19-hit
barrage against three South
Marshall pitchers carried the
Murray High Tigers into the
finals of the Murray District
baseball tournament against
county rival Calloway County.
The Lakers had earlier beaten
Benton, 9-0 on the five-hit pitch-




The Murray State golf team will
vrrap p itsProfessor of agriculture at Murray State University, is shown with 
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as best in showin dog showsat Pine Bluff, Ark., and Memphis, Tenn, Teen.
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milwaukee 3. New York 1
Kansas City I, Cleveland 0
C 1,-,C8,10 at Detroit, rain
M.nnevata 5, Baltimore 4
Washington at Oakland. night
Boston at California, night
National League
East Division
we. Lest Pct. GS
n $ .723 -
17 IS .531 4
15 14 .517 61/2
14 15 .43 TA
13 17 .433
1 0 16 .3115 1111
Slest [Shriek..
20 10 .667
—le 10 .643 I
15 16 .44 51/2
13 17 .433 7
10 111 .357
10 21 .323 1014
Wednesday', Results
Pittsburgh S. St. Louis 1
Montreal 7, Philadelphia 6
New York 4, Chicago 0
San Francisco 3. San Diego 1





Now York(Koosrnan 1.71 et Chicagooebn5
Pittsburgh (Ellis 3-3) at St. Louis (Cul-
ver 3-2)
San Francisco (MarIchal 14) at Los
Angeles (Vance 211, night




LANCASTER, Pa. (UPI)_ Fun-
eral services-were held Thurs-
day or Richard C. Madison, 72,
former head basketball coach of
warthmore-and Lafayette colleg-
es.
Madison, who died Monday
aduated- from Franklin & Mar-
hall in 192g and coached at La-
Salle tt icar,
aneed head coach at Swarthmore
In 1955.
REED WINS CAR
NEW YORK (UPI)-- Willis
Reed, center and captain of the
New York Knickerbockers was
presented a 1970 car by 
,
magazine Tuesday for his
selection as Most Valuable
Player in the National Basket-
ball Assopiation's playoffs.
Reed, who led the Knicks in
scoring during the,. regular
season, played the seventh and
deciding game of the playoffs
against Los Angeles with a
painful hip injury and helped
inspire New York to victory.
other tournaments this spring,
finishing fifth in the 11 - team
Honor Won in the 40-team Cape Coral Invitat-ional, 
State Invitational; ninth
t tied for first in the Mid.
South Classic at Clarksville,
• A Kerry blue terrier, owned 









walt311Mur"hr:sy urtfor the OVC tournament have
Five of Murray's six players
dog ShinOWSbow' hel"rineisPinate 
recent
tlff. isbeenbeingdetdeertininermedinedbutbythae 5-man
Ark., and Memphis, Tenn, play-off this week. The five al-
Dr. Roger L. Macha's cham- ready choselr and their scoring








re repthranesen75teddigereacheat Ruieeritz:7676.6.05,5;andVmeriknoenslaMtungar colyu:
dog's 
gth, se chshamowilushandipsthe 
came
erainy 77.69.
The OVC Tournament will con-
competitions with some 
of the sist of 18 holes both Friday and
most outstanding show ckags in the eatur-da_ .
"Masterpiece," 
for each team each day will be
y The best five scores
South and Midwest.
"Ben," Is
tsownthede eightho snoknirwri3rbi!:Ise Western Kentucky the tea:ischdealinenp
thMaechtiatleanodf Aterchicanhascaniev
Champion





as recognized by the American ho peay.
Kennel Club. Murray has never won an OVC
chanipionship.
SIGNS WITH RAMS
LOS ANGELES -(UPI) -Ron
Svac, a 5-foot-11 and 209-pound
kicking specialist who set a car
eer record of 87 points after
touchdown at the University o
California at Riverside, has sign-
ed a contact with the Los Angel-
es Rams. He will try out as a
place kicker and punter with the
National Football League team.
RECALL PITCHERS
DETROIT (UPI) - The Detroit
Tigers have recalled pitchers
Norm McRae and Dennis Salm&
ers from their Toledo farm club.
Sent to Toledo were pitchers
Tom Timmerman and Jerry Rob-
ertson.
Model No. 14311 Trail FX with




At The Lowest Prices in Town!
See-the Famous
FOX
The Cadillacs of the Mini-Bikes
at the
T.V. SERVICE CENTER
712 N. 4th Phone 753-51N
a final berth.
Steve Hale stroked four hits
to lead the Murray storm, but
he had ample help. Barry Stokes
slammed two doubles and a
single, catcher Jimmy Brandon
had two doubles and a three-run
single, a n d Johnny Rayburn
smacked three singles.
Calloway County's Terry Yar-
brough had three singles in five
at-bats to lead- his team over
Benton's Indians. Calvin Murphy
added oft two-run homer for the
winners.
The t w o Calloway County
teams will clash at 4:30 p.m.
at Murray High for the champ-
ionship.
Calloway County 203 301 0-0 9
Benton 000 000 0-0 5 (131
Carroway and Osborne; Epps. Me).
ton (5). and Owens.
Murray TUdb 056 WU 0-14 19 3
South Marshall 00 001 2— 3 5 1
Wiliam and Brandon. Clopton 01),




The Murray State spring foot-
ball game, scheduled for tonight,
has been canceled because of
excessive injuries to the squad.
The latest in a long series of
injuries this spring Wtkre to No.1
and 3 quarterbacks Matt Haug
and Steve Traynham. Haug has a
separated shoulder, Traynhath a
broken foot. Both, as well as the
other injured on the squad, are
expected to be sufficiently recov-
ered to-play next fall.
IN PERSON









4 miles S.W. of Ky. Dom
Village on Highway 641
Phone 527-9948
SUNDAY, MAY 31
Show Time 2:00 P.M. ar
8:30 P.M.
FREE General Admission
ticket to Kalntuck Territory,
lot May 31 with the purchase
of bei Reeves Show Ticket!
Come early and spend the
day. Blanket Amphitheatre4
BRING YOUR BLANKET





RAIN-Show will be held in







Hank Williams Jr. Show.-
Thursday, Aug. 6th
  Flatt Show-
Sot., Sept. 5th
Music Cr Crafts Fair U SA.




MAY IS FRIGIDAIRE MONTH
ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES PRICES REDUCED BY FACTORY FOR THIS MONTH ONLY!!
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Mrs. Frank WohLhart was hos-
tess to the Business and Pro-
fessional Group of the women's
work in the ?Int Christian
Church Tuesday evening in her
home -Cardinal Point".
Officers for the coming year
were reelected. They are: Mrs.
Helen Bennett, chairman, Mrs.
Coleman McKeel, vice chair-
man; Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr. see-
retaryheasurer; telephone COM-
mittee — Mrs. Kirk Poole and
Mrs. W. Z. Certen.
Mrs. Alberta Korb reported
on thee conditions in China as is
related to world affairs.
Mrs. hi Somers, Mrs. Lod
Larson and Mrs. Melvin Cayes
were guests and assisted in
serving the refreshments.
Others present were Mesdames
W. 2. Carter, George Hart, Jes-
se McNutt, William Porter, He-
len Bennett, Kirk Poole; Mimes
Sandra Dockrey and RoseIla
Henry.
• • •
Step right up and summerizr
N our hair. That's the imitation
from a firm that's out with a
new hair coloring product It's
supposed to give hair that natural
sun-drenched look. You jun
spray it on your mane and comb
through. It is described ati mad.-
% ia a faster formula prrfe.:t icr
darker brolsnettes and blondes





The TBLA Chapter at coo.
way County High School held
Its final meeting Friday. May
the school gym.
Luther Robertson was select-
ed as the honorary member for
the 1989-70 school year. The
club was pleased to have him
attend the meeting and give -
short talk about his interest in
the young people of the county.
Mad to express his appreciation .
for .the' !senor.
The club made pla.ns to ha%e
a picnic on May 19 at 6 30 p m
at the City Part.
The new officers for the year
1170-71 were installed They
ent - as follows: President —
David Gargus. ince-president —
Susan McCann: recanins secre-
tary — Janie Hughes. corre-
sponding secretary — Donna
Williams; treasurer — David
Ball; reporter — Yvonne Starks;
historian — Marlene Gooch:
and assistant historian — Joan
Piny. The incoming officers
were called to the officers' table
whore they were installed by
the outgoing officers.
The official installation ser-
vice consisted of the lighting
of a different color of candle
for each office which cymbolia
ed the characteristics of a good
eader
Black Slum Youngsters .4nd Affluent
White Suburbanites Featured In Film
By PATRK-LA
NEW T:ES: .74or
warfare rin'enni fin nct
make the :nem Anna a =vie
crew -none; al/Co.d.
r a - net-icoone"
pnagrsoi. in fiat.
"."Di some» msdrestation
:sAirust .tiaex L'am. rmagsters
min saterbanites„
tnnetc. van tennager s
ton_ Fnanne. meintirtable
bonnft nnec from New
York Tiern na..-nnn. and cirnflar
ghettos.
For L--...anj pears the New ,
England oLlace hien of 1,600 '
residues has been among 2,000
communities involved in the
"Friendly Towns" project en-
der the aegis of the Fresh Air 1
F und— which arranges free
summer vacations for thou-
sands of dilldren from Manna.
tan's ghettos.
But Hanover is a "friendly
town" with a difference— and
that's why the film crew went
on location there.
Four years ago the communi-
ty began to experiment with a
program called "One-to-One,"
Each visiting child was paired
with a volunteer local high
school student who became the
child's "big brother" or "big
sister" and— confident, couise-
lor and guide.
Though the one-to-one reia-
ticeship is Informah, it aims to
upgrade the rmag, writing
and verbal skills of the city
youngsters through a number of
adventures in learning.
These may range from a
musenni 'trip to a sailing
outing; from informal class-
room sessions to a wide-eyed
tour of a local art gallery.
Film Released
The film made last July is
out now. Through fr 
showings it's hoped the "one-to-
one" program will -catch on In




directed it. Underwritten by the
.Reader's Digest Foundation,
Shate and his crew filmed for
tem weeks— from the moment
the buses from New York
disgorged their small passen-
gers in Hanover until the
departure to return to the city
two weeks later.
"We all learned from each
other," slote Aid. "We came
away from the program con-
vinced that these young people
— the disadvantaged from the
ghetto and the privileged
children of the all-white corn-
mutiny— are grappling with one
of the knottiest social problems
we face.
"What's more, they may be
finding solutions that have
eluded even the most highly
qualified professionals."
Hanover, home of Dartmouth,
has more college professors
than policemen.
The Fresh Air people feel any
community has resources for
the program.
As a spokesman put in
'It's teenneers will find them
If resourceful eoough."
Those brand-new linens the
bnde received as a wedding gift
will yellow at the folds when not
used and rotated frequently.
One solution, if you re not going
to use damask every day, wrap it
in plastic. Helps prevent soil and
the yellowing at the folds.
• • *
NEW YORK (UPI) — NBC
brings Dinah Shore back to its
air in July with a
Monday-through-Friday
half-hnur series to be called
"Dinah's Place," visible from -10
to 10:30 am. The singing star
arid guests will ' deal with
' '  twitting 
affesnagco
Miss Rhonda Wilson Becomes Bride Of
Terry Howard In Recent Ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Wayne Howard
,•rother as best man. Ushers
were Tommy Latimer, Bill
Northcutt, Tom Harris, Buddy
Mattingly and Dale Dunn. Bing
bearer was Billy Howard, bro-
ther of the groom.
Miss Janet French of Mur-
ray State University sang "One
Hand, One Heart," "More" and
"The Lord's Prayer". Mendels-
sohn's "Wedding March was us-
ed for the processional and re-
cessional.
Mrs. Hugo Wilson, mother of
the bride, chose a street length
dress of pink mohair and silk,
with long lose sleeves, cowl
neck, with "A" line silhouette,
wide beading around the bot-
tom of the dress and the
sleeves. Her shoes were dyed
to match, and she wore short
Ronald Boud played soft in white gloves. She wore • con-
gan music while Chuck Wilson, age of ph* roses,
brother of the bride, lighted the
candles.
Miss Wilson was given in
marriage by her father. She was
a vision of radiant beauty and
loveliness, wearing a traditional
floor length gown of misty
white organze in an "A" line
skirt silhouette. The bodice of
exquisite reembroidered Alen.
con lace, with long fitted sleev-
es touched by a delicate ruffle
and narrow pale pink velvet
ribbon at the wrist, was creat-
ed with complementing high
ruffled neckline caught by
matching ribbon. Inserted un-
der lace medallians, velvet de-
wed the Empire waistline and
ended in a lovers knot in the
hack.
Elegant re-embroidered Alen-
on lace appliques adorned the
ender skirt. Flowing in dra-
tic beauty from soft fullness,
chapel length train lavishly
strewn with lace medallions,
completed a picture of under-
stated elegance.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Wilson of
1911 Crossgate Lane, Louisville,
formerlrof Murray, announce
The marriage of their daughter,
Rhonda Jayne Wilson, to Terry
Wayne Howard, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William T. Howard of 7905
Greenway Drive, Louisville.
The double ruin candlelight
ceremony was performed at 7:30
p.m. Saturday, March 28, in the
St. Matthews Baptist Church by
Rev. Alton McEachern.
The church was decorated
with a large arrangement of
white gladioli and white porn
pains. On either side of the ar-
rangement were two pair of
candelabra with white burning
tapers. White wrought iron
aisle post were used on each
side of the main aisle.
Her veil of gossamer illusion,
gned and nade especially
or her in a mantilla effect
rifted the entire length of her
in. Bouffant tiers were held
y an enchanting bridal head
ress of matching lace in a
atteau design, caught at the
by narrow yelvet ribbon
ornamented by a petite' Sow.
She carried a colonial bouquet
of lily-of-the-valley and white
streamers were tied in lovers
knot.
Miss Pam Henderson, of In-
diens University was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Donna
Kelley of Louisville, Judy Lati-
mer of Murray, sisters of the
bride, Kim Stevens, Susan Bos-
tick of Murray State University
and Jan Crosby of Alabama
University.
They were attired in floor
length gowns in a sheath sil-
houette. The bodice of white
crocheted lace was fashioned
with long Edwardian sleeves
ruffled at the cuff and caught
by tiny satin buttons. A stand-
up ruffle at the high neck topp-
ed a panel of buttons framed
by ruffles contrasting with the
slim skirt of pink chiffon. A
wide pink satin belt with softly
tailored bow in front, encircled
the raised waistline
Complementing the head
dress of the attendants, match-
ing ptnk illusion fell to the hem-
line of their gown from • tiny
pink mann Watteau hat framed
with ruffles of white crocheted
lace and -accented by a tiny
bow of pink velvet ribbon.
They carried colonial bou-
quets of Bridal Pink Sweet-
heart Roses and baby breath
with pink streamers.
The bride was also attended
by her younger sister, Mhts Ti
an Wilson, who served as flow
er-girl. She was dressed in min-
iature, and carried a smal
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SPORT COATS _ _ _ A OFF
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Mrs. William Howard, m
ther of the groom, chose
street length ensemble of aq
Magnum in a slim "A" line sil-
houette. The dress fashioned
witb short , sleeves. yonakdoil
neck and natural waistline, was
paneled in front by matching
color Venise lace appliques.
The coat, also touched by lace,
was created with high stand-up
collar, long sleeves and belted
closure. Her corsage was yellow
TOMS.
Mrs. Terry Lawrence, grand.
mother of the bride, Mrs. Ines
Graham and Mrs. John Howard,
grandmothers of the groom,
each wore corsages of cymbid-
ium orchids.
Johnny Howard served his
Reception
The reception was held in
the fellowship hall of the
church..
The bride's table was covered
with a white net and lace cloth
with swags of green foliage. The
large three tired cake was topp-
ed by a pair of White MOVe
Birds. On each side of the wedd-
ing cake was a pair of silver
candelabra epergnes arranged
with white snow-song roses and
baby breath. At each end of
the table was a large silver
punch bowl. All the appoint-
ents were silver. .e
Miss Denise McMahan and
Miss Mary Jean Christensen
served the punch. Miss Lynn
Christensen kept the register.
The bride wore a white and
navy costume suit for going.
away. It was a white dress, with
long navy coat and large white
buttons. She wore navy and
white spectators, and carried
a white crushed patent purse
with navy trim. Her corsage
was white snow song roses.
After a short honeymoon the
couple are at home at 2228 Liv-
erpool Lane Louivrille. Mrs
Howard attended Murray State
University. Mr. Howard is fin-
ishing his senior year of High
School at Westport High School
He tras signed a letter of intent
for a four year scholarship at
University of Louisville, where
the couple will attend school in
the fall. Mr. Howard was select-
ed to play with the Kentucky
All-Stars against the Indiana
All-Stan on June 20 in Louis
ville and June 27 in Indiana
All-Stars on June 20 in Louis-
ville and June 27 in Indianapo
lit. •
The rehearsal dinner wa
held Friday evening, March 27
at Bauer's restaurant by Mr and
Mrs. William T Howard, par
ents of the groom.
Parties in honor of the brid,
tb9;besi-isigncpluadmedwi,indleineonn.sahoriv . * 4
cellaneous shower by Lynn antko Gifts of silver 
holloware
Mary Jean Christenson and Bar old be chosen in 
a pattern
bre Henderson and a kitchen ,•!,at harmonizes with the 
bride's
shower by Mrs Ben Matthew: fl a tware pattern.
Thursday, May 14
The C.aLlovesy County Hi g h
&non nand Boonton Club will
meet the In school at 7:30
v.
• • •
The Univervity School PTA




Women of thr North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet with
Mrs. Margaret Noll at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Community
Center at 9:?0 a.m.
• • •
The Westside Homemakers
Club ii,. meet at the home of
Mrs. Ray Broach at 12:30 p.m.
• • •
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at the
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. I. k.a.
Hendon at 9:30 ann.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist 7.hurch
WMS will rieet at the home of
Mrs. Hardin Morris at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson will be
the leader.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club wii:
meet in the new city hall hullo-
ing at seven p.n%S
The Calloway County NYC




Murray Branch of AAUW
will have a breakfast at the
Southside Restaurant at 8:30
a. m
• • •
A rummage sale will be• held
at the American Legion HaL
and a bake sale on the west side
of the court square starting it
7:30 am., sponsored by the
WSCS of the Goshen United Me-
thodut Church.
• • •
A car wash will be held at
the Memorial Baptist Church
parking lot from nine am. to
five p.m., sponsored by the Bap-




Hornecommg will be held at
nR Chapel United Metho-iurch. Regular services
will be held followed by a bask-
et dinner and singing in the
afternoon.
• • •
The Grand Officers of the in-
teenational Order of the Rain-
bow Girls will be honored at a
party at the Maeonic Hail trOCI




The New Hope Hocnemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Cent Roberts at seven p.
• • •
The WOMB of 91 John's Ep-
iscopal Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Louis Zimmerman
at 7:30 p. m. ,
• • •
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the Holiday Inn
at ten a. m. with Mrs. Carl
Harrell as hostess.
• • • .




A dance with proceeds going
for the Day Cam Center will
be held at the Callow/se County
Country Club from nine p. m.
to midnight, sponsored by the
Calloway County Association
for Retarded Children. "Men of




Ladies Medal Play Golf tour-
nament will be at OW Country
Club. Players call Sandra Ed-
wards 489-2981 or Laura Parker
753-2923 by May 13.
• • •
The Faith Dorms Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCSilkill meet at the
me of MrsIrAutry Farmer,
1307 Wells Boulevard, at two
p m., Mrs. J. W. Stuart will
the Proem:11-
. • •
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the social hall of the
hurch at two p. m. •
• • •
The Calloway County Amex.
noon for Retarded Children
an meet at the home of Major
nd Mrs. Warner Cole at 7:30
m
• • •
Taxi drivers must be at least
years old in Texas.
4•En. *NNW •qp• 
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Wilson-Kelley Vows Read
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kelley
Mr. and Mrs. lingo Wilson of
1911 Crossgate Lane, Louisville,
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Donna Anne Wilson,
to Dan Kelley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Kelley of Hopkins-
ville, formerly of Paducah.
The marriage vows were per-
formed by Dr. Herman Ray an
February 8, 1970 at 5:00 p.m
in the Waikiki Baptist Church
of Honolulu, Hawaii.
Miss Wilson wore a floor
length gown of Candellght or-
ganza in an "A" line silhouette
with an Empire waistline, a
high sculptured neckline and
sheer bishop sleeves. The back
was fashioned simply with tiny
self covered buttons and no
train. Designed and made espec-
ially for her, her veil of gossa-
mer candelight silk illusion
drifted in dramatic beauty from
clusters of lace framing her
face.




Attending t le were
Mrs. Thomas Jenkinsmatron
he  u c r .s p
of honor and Dr. Lucrus But-
ler as best man.
The traditional wedding
March was used. Songs sang
were "I Love You Truly" and
"The Lords Prayer". After the
ceremony the wedding party
sang "To You "Aloha" From
Waikiki" to Mr. and Mrs. Kel-
ley.
After a week's honeymoon In
Hawaii, Mrs. Kelley returned to
Louisville and Mr. Kelley re-
turned to finish his tour of the
in Vietnam.
Mrs Kelley is a graduate of
Sturray State University and is
now a realator in Louisville. Mt.
Kelley is a graduate of Murray
State University • and attended!'
University of Louidille- Law
School. He will receive his dis-
charge from service in June
and Mr. and Mrs. Kelley will







met in the home of Mrs. Harry
Russell Monday evening for the
regular monthly meeting.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn presided
and the devotion was given
from Matthew 5:17 by Mrs. Max
Farley. The thought was that
"God gives me fortitude to en-
dure the things which cannot
be changed and the courage to
change the things that should
be changed, and the wisdom
to know one from the other".
Roll call was answered by
naming an old fashioned cu-
torn that might well be revived
today.
A lesson on "Outdoor Living
Areas" was given by Mrs. Har-
ry Russell and Mrs. Robert Hen
don. They discussed the pri-
mary goals of privacy, conven-
ience and beauty, and things
which will give lasting enjoy-
ment.
Mrs. Dunn asked for t h e
club's support in sending Miss
Jane Ann Lacy to India. Jane
Ann is an Intcrnational For-
eign Youth Exchange student
from the McCracken County 4-
El Council. When she returns
he will shme her experiences
with other ‘-H members.
Mrs. Leon Adams in her land-
scape notes told how several
wild flowers got their names.
The next meeting will lIe in
the home ofiltes. Leon Adam.,
303 Sunny Lane Drive, on June
3 at 7:30 p.m.
-.wet




The Town and Country Home-
maters met at the home of
Mrs. Bernice Wallin on May 7.
Co-hostesses were Mrs. Jacki
Fuqua and Mrs. Billie Price.
Mrs. Shirley Geenens gave
the devotional on the theme,
"Don't hide your light under a
basket." Members answered
role call by naming an old cus-
tom which we would do will to
renew. There were 113 members
and 3 guests present.
Mrs. Pat Harcourt volunteer-
ed to be the new devotional
chairman Jance Shirley Geen-
ens is leaving. It was announc-
ed that four regular members
will soon be leaving Murray —
Shirley Geenens, Penny War-
ren, Carol McDonough, and Sal-
ly Piontek.
It was also announced that
Mrs. Dot Jones will open a
craft shop this summer.
Mrs. Eva Hopkins and Mrs.
Peg Moffett demonstrated mak-
ing flowers on a loom for the
craft lesson. Both brought at-
tractive objects decorated with
such flowers.
Mrs. Shirley Geenens present-
ed the lesson on "Outdoor Liv-
ing Areas". She suggested that
the patio yard be considered an
extension of the house living
area. It is important to consid-
er your needs and uses of the
areahen planning and plant-
ing. She showed a lovely plan
she had drawn for her new back
yard.
Members present were Mes
dames Susan Bartlett, Darlene
Ford, Jacki Fuqua, Shirley
Geenens, Pat Harcourt, Eva
Hopkins, Ann Lemons, Carol
McDonough, Peg Moffett, Lee
Pinkston, Sally Piontek, Billie
Price, Carolyn Ramsey, Donna
Story, Bernice Wallin. and Pen
ny Warren.
• • •
In the true wedding tradition,
the bride wears the bridegroom \
gift to her as she makes that
march down the aisle. Diamond
earrings, a diamond pendant or
pin that flash their message of
love, allow the bride to conform.
says the Jewelry. Industry
Council.
A wedding tradition is that
the parents of the bridegroom
give their son and
newly-acquired daughter a silver
wish for wedded happiness.
They may be more place settings
or serving pieces to match the
couple's flatware.
*5*
The betrothal or pledge ring
has its origin in part from the
pledge of the bridegroom's good
intentions—made in the days
when a bride was purchased-
* *
Man appears to have claimed
his bride from earliest times with
a ring. It may have been a rope
tied around her waist—a more
direct means of wooing his
favorite—but the senthfient to
&nth—and Then to protqct and
guard always has been there.
leralraPrAragratrAlneratrAhrn/aPMVInrnaenMIVAP'/W/I)WIFIrIAPCItall%
S-T-O-P!!
ITS GRADUATION TIME AGAIN•
See our cute DOTTED SWISS BABY DOLL SETS,
SHORT GOWN SETS and LONG GOWN SETS
*14 7
TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP 1
Don't Wait Too Long to Get These
Graduation Gifts
Shop Now at









































































































































































































By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I sat in the hospital waiting room for 6
hours waiting for my daughter to give birth. I was worried
sick thinking the baby might not live because it was
"premature." My daughter had been married a little over 6
months. She had a big church wedding. Then her husband
told me I shouldn't worry—that the baby would be full term.
Abby, they lied to us! I wanted to hit him. I wanted td
cried out. There is no pain in the world like it.
I loved my daughter more than I loved my own life, and
I felt my love for her turn to hate in one minute. How I wish
I could walk out of my own bodrand into another and not be
the mother of a daughter who has sinned.
GOD FEARING WOMAN
1)E,AR WOMAN: Your shock and disappointment are
woderstandable, but as a "God-fearing woman," I ask you to
remember His words: "Judge not lest ye be judged." And.
"He that is without sin among us let him cast the first
stone."
God forgives the "sinner "Can you do less?
DEAR ABBY: In your column you made reference to
something that was "phony" as a three-dollar bill.
Abby, three dollar bills are no more "phony" than any
other denomination, and at one time they were quite
common,. I am enclosing, with my compliments, a three
dollar bill [not phony) as you can see. Very truly yours,
GROVER CRISWELL: NUMISMATIST
DEAR MR. CRISWELL: By "phony," I meant
"worthless,"—not negotiable legal tender. A three-dollar bifi
kis value today only as a collectors item, and I thank you
for it. I notice it was issued in 1863 by the state of North
Carolina. Save your Confederate money, Grover. The South
will rise again! maybe:
DEAR ABBY: So many people "mean well" but they are
so ignorant when it comes to what to say and what not to say
when a friend has adopted a baby. The following is a list of
questions most frequently asked of adoptive parents.
Where did you get the baby?
Did you get to meet the mother?
How much did it cost you?
Do you know anything about the mother? How about the
father?
Are you going to tell "IT" it is adopted?
Abby, adoptive parents do not want to answer any of
these questions. I know. I have worked with adoptions for
several years, and I am also adopted. When I casually
mentioned to a lady. that I was adopted, but my brother was
not, her comment was, "Good heavens, you could have
married your brother then, couldn't you?" "VIV"
CONFIDENTIAL TO "MIKE": If you are sitting around
hunting for four-leaf clovers, you will need more than luck.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Moo, Los Angeles, Cal.
Me. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to






ROI,JAWOOD (UR1) -- -This
year the Enimy Awards, like
the Oscars are more ittuned to
the proletariat than in bygone
seasons.
Video behooved itself in the
past to lay Emmys on classy
shows with intellectual preten-
dons or at least programs with
significant social comment.
Meanwhile, viewers— if the
polls and ratings were any
gauge— wanted escapism in the
form of situation comedies,
detective thrillers and horse
operas.
It appears the television
academy has solved its dilem-
ma.
The public can be appeased
with awards for weekly series;
and the academy's own striving
for significant programming is




Thus, the academy has
nominated no fewer than 168
shows and-or individuals for the
1969-70 season.
Not a-single Western iron as
many as two nominations,
thereby eliminating two of
television's most watched
shows, "Gunsmote " and "Bon-
anza" and all their performers.
Only "Maruiix," among detec-
tive thrillers was in the running
with its outstanding star, Mike
Connors, winning a nomination.
Situation comedies took a
beating amc,ng the blue ribbon
panels which selected the
contenders. -.The voters favored
such sham as "MissiOn:
Impq4sible," "Room 222," "The
Mod Squad," "Ironside" and
"Love, American Style."
As it has in the past, the
academy varied the number of
performers vying for awards in
individual categories.
Four Best Actor Nominees
There were four nominees 'r
best actor in a dramatic series:
Raymond Burr, Mike Connors,
Robert Wagner and Robert
Young.
But there were only three
actresses nominated for _ a
leading role in a dramatic
stem _ Joan Blondell Susan
Hampshire and Peggy Lipton,
_ The male comedy nominees
provided three new contenders:
Bill Cosby, Lloyd Haynes and
William Windom. Actresses
nominated for leading roles in
comedy have been in the
running before: Hope Lange,
Elizabeth Montgomery ark
Mario Thomas.
It is worth noting that
academy panelists were disin
dined to bestow nominations on
shows with excessi* violence
as the industry continues to cut
down on senseless brutality and
killings
NO HELP NEEDED
CAR BONDALE, Ill, (UPI)—
Mrs. Lillian Settlemoir told
police she had carried a sack of
groceries from a supermarket
to her car when a man asked if
he could help her carry her
groceries.
She said no, but the man
drew a gun and said, "Lady, I
mean business. I want to carry
your groceries." The man
grabbed a bank money bag
containing $64 from her grocery
bag and fled,
Mrs. Settlenvir said the man
may have sofa her put the
money bag in the grocery sack
inside the store.
Ptit a'shiny /like on baked
apples. While ey 're still hot
from the oven, sprinkle each
baked apple with about I tea-
spoon of granulated sugar. Broil
until sugar matt
THE LEDGER & TIMFS — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
By Leonard Kimball
Special Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Rumor
notwithstanding, pleasure boat
owners can expect full enforce-
ment this summer of state stan-
dards requiring that marine toil-
ets be equipped with approved
disposal systems.
House Bill 500, requiring app-
roved water pollution control de-
vices on motorboats with toilet
facilities on board, does not be-
come law in Kentucky until Jan.
1, Conflicting information recent-
ly has been circulated among
boaters about the status of WO
state's enforcement program
during the 1970 season, said
Public Safety Commissioner
lliam O. Newman.
The confusion exists probably
because the new law does not be-
come effective until Jan, 1,1971,
but even so, present regulations
of the Water Pollution Control
Commission contain essentially
the same provision as HB 500
and they have been in effect since
last July 1.
Any toilet-equipped motorboat
registered in Kentucky or operat-
Ou Kentucky waters must have
a disposal system approved by the
commission, and boat owners are
being required to sign affidavits
at the time of registration that
they have approved systems,
N ewm all said,
"Anyone refusing to sign, or
not having an approved system,
will not be allowed to register
his boat," Newman said.
The regulation, in effect since
Jul) 1 last year, stipulates that
approved disposal systems must
Lill into one of three categories:
-Those with holding tanks bid-
it so waste CU be discharged by
pump—and vented to prevent es-
cape of gases.
+Those with vented incinera-
tors capable of reducing waste
material to ash.
+Those with a new type eff-
luent discharge device, subject
to individual prior approval by
the commission.
But, boats with marine toilets
rendered inoperable in a manner
approved by the commission are
exempt from the requirements.
Newman said further informa-
tion concerning approved sys-
tems could be obtained from the
Water Pollution Control Commi-
ssion, Kentucky Health Depart-




Fla, (UPI).— The 53rd Profes-
sional Golfer s' Association
championship will be switched
from its traditional midsummer
dates to Feb. 25-28, at the east
course of the PGA National
Golf Club, it was announced
Tuesday.
THURSDAY — MAY 14, 1970
NOT FOREVER
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)— One
Of the minority Republicans in
the Albany County Legislature
questioned the value of renew-
ing a $7,200 per year contract
for nursing home consultant
se&vices from John L. Dwyer,
rMred county deputy commis-
sioner of Public Welfare,
James Martin of Menands
asked Monday whether the jot
for Dwyer would continue "ad
infinitum,"
"No," replied Democrat Paul
Devane, "Only until he dies."
HERE'S PROOF . . That Ward- Elkins can give you more for your money, than anyone else! This is our final sale
on all current stock. Some floor models, some demonstrators, some still in the carton, but all items have been priced
at a cost plus basis. Here when we cut prices, we don't cut down on warranties or service, at these prices you still
get full warranty and service!
LOWEST PRICE EVER
ON THIS BIG CONSOLE!
RCA Stereo with









23" Table Model Color
NOW 
Maple Color Console
23" — 2 Only 
Portable TV
Black and White 
Walnut Color Console
23" — ONLY 
18" Blk. & White Port. TV
FREE STAND 





2 Only — SAVE
Ultra-Modern Console
1 Only 
Pecan Console, 500 Watt






















Deluxe Radio - Port. Stereo
6 Speakers - Diamond Stylus -
BONUS DISCOUNTS FOR
GRADUATION GIFTS
le It Takes Tim; News Mae Douseas Show
30. Cmcieffiration mho DSJSUIOS Show 
A Sale et We Century Ana, Mayberry






In Review itctid, however, serve as a
preview for a summer series,
"Happy Days," that will bow in
on the network June 25.
And if the series is as good
HOLLYWOOD (1331) - The as the Preview, the elk:We-aged
best CBS-TV variety show of generalim may spend part of
By RICK DU BROW
the season was held behind
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And the younger generation
may get a clue as to what
tamed oa its parents back in
the 1930s and 1940s.
For "Happy Days" win be a
weekly one-hour entry reprising
the comedy and music of those
years, bringing back top acts.
As Ix that show bellied
closed lltfors last week, it was
held at a banquet for repr
tatives of CBS affiliate statics..
Tim Conway Hosts
The host fcc the show was
Tim Conway, and be was very
good, smoothing over the weak
spots so they were minor.
He did his preliminaries, and
there was a big heed
sudvniattlanff. and Stlarblegars
ca
Then„ M' the style of the aid
locations radio
band anz:g at remote
he was Tr=
and the Modeffaaires.
And the amain°, WU In
seventh hem% as Henske had
thi Modernafees lambed a
medley-"Dosi Sit tinder the




Well, friends, there was a
radio simulation of a Fred
Allen-Jack Benny comet/ a-
ching.. And a takeoff of Major
CROSSWORD PUZZLE






































































Distr. by 'sited Pasture
One Thing Youll Love About





3 Reasons to go
Datsun Automatic
1 3-3peed smoothness a 2-
speed can t match
2 Up to 25 miles per gallon
3 Delivers peak performance
with 96 H.P. engine
Drive a Datsun.. then decide
NOW!
THROUGH THE MONTH OF MAY
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun
Celebrating
Our 1st Year as a Datsun Dealer
WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun
4 DOOR SEDAN, Wagon Or 2 Door Sedan
THIS MEANS A $190(4 SAVINGS
Lassiter McKinney Datsun











Howes. Amateur Hoar with the
usual imitation of Shirley
Temple.
And Bob and Ray doing a
"Doctor IQ" quiz show. And
Stec came the night's sbOwelero
Per.
Brings Down Range
Out MIR Peter Graves of
"Iiission: Impossible," of all
pen0e, and in his hand was a
triarluet. And, with the * band
behind him, he brought donut
the house by tootling the Artie
Shaw rendition of "Begin the
Beguine."
After that CAMS Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.
And Alan Copeland sing*
"Marie." And then more
abovstaPParic
Bob Eberle reviving the
swoon-getter "Maria Elena,"
and then teaming into "Who
Cares?" and Lionel !tampion
coming on at the vibes, drums
and piano with a rousing solo
performance.
At the sod, what de? The
Modernaires singing :'Dream."
The affiliates, who are being
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FASHIONETTES 
By United Press International
The bride can be as Mod in
dress as she pleases until the Big
Day-then she goes traditional,
say manufacturers of bridal
gowns. And the traditional
fabrics are white or ivory peau
de sole, satin and silk organza.
Few manufacturers mention the
all-lace gown.
* **
A favoritt style for 1970's
brides is also traditional-the
high-rising Empire waistline.
Penny Clark, showroom manager
Iv one of the volume
mibufacturers. Alfred Angelo.
programming, went home hap-
py. For a night, at least, they
had a chance to do their own
thing. Youth, after all, is a
state of mind.
NOTICE
TVA Timber For Sale
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale one tract
of standing, marked hardwood timber containing approx-
imately 1,100.000 board feet. The timber is located in
Land Between the Lakes. Lyon County, Kentucky. ap-
proximately 14 miles north of Golden Pond.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
Section, Land.S•hvoen the Lakes, Tennass• Valley Auth-
or*, Golden PoWdl- Kentucky, until 10 a.m., Central
Daylight Time, May 26, 1570.
Parties interested in 'inspecting the aforementioned tim-
ber should contact the above office. Bid forms and de-
tailed information may be obtained from the forester in
charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Ken-
tucky, telephone number 924-5602.
Abbie 'N Slats
OKAY .TRE FIRST STEP IN
OPERATKAV REcoromY
WILL BE TO GO NATIVE
I RENTED THIS STUFF
FROM A COSTUME


















says brides cling to high
necklines still, with long, soft





1233 S. ATLANTIC AVE.
THURSDAY - MAY 14, ita
cathedral length IS not as
.popular as it was a few years
ago
To keep potato chips fresh











106 Units. .. offering a choice of
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficien-
cies and Bedroom Apartments,
all attractively decorated and pro-
viding elegant comfort ...
All units have room-controlled Air-Conditioning and Heat, Tile Bathrooms
with Tub 6 Shower, Radio, Hifi Music, TV, Room Phones, Private Balconies.
• Fresh water Swimming Pools
• Shuffleboard Courts
• Ocean-view Dining Rooms, featuring superb fowl
AND FiriC THE EC° MY-MINDE 1)
liver QandsMOTEL
613 SILVER BEACH AVE.
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
"-All 3 just minutes from -Golf, COUreee, 'Theatres, Night Clubs
Shops, Restaurants, Sporting Events,. famed Florida attractions
For Information on All 3 Motels Send Coupon To:
Motel,   S Atlantic Ave.,
Daytona Beach, Florida
Please send color brochure and information regarding
0 Sea Dip 0 Lido Beach 0 Silver Sands
Name
L City 
f30q, THAT MAKES ME MAD!
I LET HiM COLOR THE BLUE
SQES IN Mq COLORiN6 BOOK SLIT
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by Charles M. Schulz
HE COLORED IN THE GRA5S:13-(E
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REI/THI1 AND WIFE DIE IN PLANE CRASH—Walter P. Reuther. 63, president of the 1.6 mil-
lion - member United Auto Workers Union, and his wife tinsetai were killed when their
thartered jet aircraft crashed and burned on a rain-swept approach to the airport at Pelts-
ton, Mich. Four others also died. The planes tail section is the only piece left intact.
New diggings reveal
an old Indian culture
SPRINGFIELD, Mass (UPI)
— A sociology professor and 26
students and naturalists have
uncovered the site of a nomadic
Lndian culture near the
connecticut River Valley which
may date back to 1300 B.C.
Prof. Robert R. Lowrie,
assistant professor of sociology
at the American International
College who led the expedition,
• said "Vague nundis about the
site have been floating around
for years" He and his associates
turned those rumors into facts
when they started to survey and
excavate the site.
"Actually there are two
sites," said Lowrie. "On the first
site we found very little and
eventually abandoned it. A
quarter-mile away from the first
one we began intensive work."
Most of the artifacts were found
at the second site.
Pottery and tool fragment;
were found along with traces of
fire pits and remnants of
but-type dwellings.
The work was done by
volunteers who dug about three
days a week. Some of the
objects were found as close as
two inches below ground, others
as-deep as 15 inches.
"The Indians who lived here
probably were a cultural type
tribe whose existence dates from
1300 to 1000 B.C. Exact dates
have not been determined."
"The inhabitants did not use
bows and arrows but pointed
projectiles made of stone,"
Lowrie said.
"It is not known whether
they were planters. If they were,
they probably did their planting
down the river since the soil
from the excavated area is of
poor planting quality," Lowrie
said.
The site is 200 feet deep and
has a 150-foot frontage. Lowrie
expects to continue the work
over the next two years.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — David J. Gosselin, a five year police
veteran, accepting responsibility for the April 18 shooting death
of a University of California student:
"I was consciously sure that the weapon had fired but subcon-
sciously I didn't want to believe it."
SAN FRANCISCO — Smog expert S. Smith Griswold, condemning
auto pollution control devices which he says does not do the job
intendect
"The fact that the American people have spent nearly $1 billion
to date on exhaust control devices which are not providing the
benefits for which they were purchased is reprehensible and a
reflection on both industry and government."
CAIRO — Al Fatah Arab guerrilla leader Yassir Arafat, asserting
his men would not leave Southern Lebanon under pressure from
Israeli forces:
• "Resistance forces would continue to fight until the last drop of
. blood and the last bullet in defense of the land."
WASHINGTON —Secretary of State William P. Rogers, asserting
• the U. S. will not stay In Cambodia.. •
"The,U.,..nitecl States has•mo intention of getting involved in Cam-
podia with American troops in support of the present government
of Cambodia or any other government in CambOdia."
, er DAWN'S EARLY LIGHT Married at 5:30 a.m. beside
Bethesda Fountain in New York a Centrni Park, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bergmann are wildly exuberaneShe la the for-
mer Indy Came. the former -Sock It to Me" girkof
-Laugh in she is 31 Bergmann! 23. Ia. a Manhation-born
Tv- and film
WOMEN'S OPEN
NEW YORK (UPI) — The 1972
United States Women's TWA
golf championship will be
played June 29-July Ag at the
Winged Foot Club 16 Mama-
roneck, N.Y., it was announced
Tuesday.
This will mark the second
time the Winged Foot will host
the U.S. Open which will be
held at Muskogee Country Club
in Muskogee, Okla., from June
24-27.




Arness, embarking on his 16111
year as Marshal Matt Dillon in
television's "Gunsmoke" has a
word of advice to movie stars
rushing into video series:
Don't count the number of
scenes and lines that fall to
you. 
Becauseactors are hams by
definition, the more lines they
read and the oftener their faces
are seen on screen, the happier
they are.
But television audiences rebel
and tune out. The show Is
canceled and the great, profile
or glamour girl can't figure
why.
Arness has endured by
applying reverse techniques.
He limits his scenes and lin
sufficiently to give viewers th
illusion that they are seeing
great deal more of him than is
the case. Often he cuts his own
lines.
Gives Viewers a R est
"Maybe part of the success
01 the series is the fact that th
lead characters back off a little
azd give me viewes a rest,- the
big (6-foot 7-inch) fellow said.
"There is 4 different psycho-
logy between' the theater screen
and the television screen.
"With too much dialogue an
actor can talk himself right off
the air. People get tired of
looking at him and listening to
him.
"I try to do a heavy show
four or five times a year. By
WALTER REUTHER, 62, killed in a plane crash in Michigan, in
a typical view. Reuther was VAW president for 24 years.
that I mean I will play me
major figure in the story. The
rest of the time I don't press it
too much. Other characters
take over.
"If you notice the shows that
have been on the air the longest
are the ones where the so-




Lorne Greene and others
cannot be accused of oversell.
Neither do they overexpose
themselves by appearing on
talk shows and as guests on
other series.
Arness, whose contract ex-
pired with CBS last year,
signed up again because the
show is in the top ten and he
enjoys the work.
"I haven't the urge to try
anything else," he said, grin-
ning.
"Last year I sat down and
analyzed what I wanted to do. I
could have tried movies. But
they're pretty shaky right now.
A nyho w motorcycle riding
doesn't appeal to me.
"No. Television is the place
to be. We have a popular show,
a well-coordinated crew and
about as fine a cast as an actor
could care to work with."
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR.
Strong, quick-drying T-4-L checks
itch aad burning or your 48c back
at any drug counter. Then, in 3-5
days watch infected skin slough off.
Watch HEALTHY skin appear! NOW
" Holland Dreg.






14K gold filled Luminous
dots end hands $195.00
---
Precise time, day and date — all perfectly coordi-
nated by a tiny electronically powered tuning fork
that splits a second into 360 equal parts, guaran
teeing accuracy to within a minute a month'.
— CERTIFICATED FACTORY SERVICE —
FUMES JEWELRY
113 So. 4th Street
W. will adjust to this tolerance. ss necessaiy. Guarantee ss for on• full year.
OTASCO
:Ns a la ble in w hite, copper












`,1,at tray, ico chest. dairy











• 3 Sliding Shelves
Handy door shelves, with
Dairy chest St egg storage.












• 102 Lb F eezer
Automatic defrosting re-
frigerator. Door shelves
with egg storage and




Enj sy the convenience of a Ireeler and
refrigerator side by side. socim
THESE PRICES GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES
753-8391
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League of Kentucky Sportsmen
Editor
COVINGTON, Ky. — The Si
Annual Governor's Conservati
Achievement Awards were
ounced Monday by the League o
Kentucky Sportsmen.
The awards, in six categories
will be presented by Gov, Lou!
Nunn during the League's 19
convention June 5, at Gabe's
Motor Hotel in Owensboro.
Awards to be presented are
+Conservationist of the year
— Dr. Fred R. Scroggin, Willi-
amstown physician.
+Wildlife conservationist o
the year — Curtis M. Sanders,
Harrison county farmer.
+Conservation educator of the
Feat - William E. Smith, oereos.'
boro businessman.
+Soil conservationist of the
year — Fred A. Aloott, Aliens.'
vile, county supervisor of the
Todd County Soil Conservation
District.
+Youth conservationist of the
year — James Rogers Hicks,
principal of Hawthorne Elemen-
tary School, Louisville.
+Conservation communicator
of the year — James T. Morgan,
president of Radio Station WHLN,
Harlan.
The recipients were selected
by a board of 13 men and wom-
en conservationists named by
League President John Osborne,
Russell Springs, and headed by
League Past President Clyde
Hubbar-d, Louisville, past presi-
dent of the league.
Dr. Scroggin, a former mem-
ber of the Kentucky Fish & Wild-
life Resources Commission, is
director of Region Five, National
Wildlife Federation, which in-
cludes Kentucky, Tennessee, Mi-
ssouri and Arkansas.
Sanders has been active with
Future Farmers Associations,
and has spearheaded the plant-
ing of wildlife food plots by
farmers and youngsters In his
area.
Smith, among the first Ken-
tucky Junior Conservation Club
members, is a member of the
Fish and Wildlife Committee of
Simon--iferdotrDistrict, Boy Sc-
outs of America, and chairman
of the Daviess County Rivers
and State Park Development Co-
mmittee.
Alcott, selected for his non-
professional off - duty contri-
butions, has aided in construc-
tion of soil terracing and water-
ways seeding, lake construction
and watershed improvement.
Hicks has stimultated the con-
sciousness of conservation and
the need to combat pollution amo-
ng students by extra-curricular
activities, and was cited for his
influence on "our practicing con-
servationists of tomorrow."
Morgan was selected for his
continuous efforts to disseminate
conservation information to the
public on the air.
The winners were selected
from nominees presented to the
League of Kentucky Sportsmen by
individuals and organizations thr-
oughout Kentucky.
WINTER. DAMAGE WORST, ,
BIG OPENINGS MOST
State Highway Commissione.r
Eugene Goss believes damage to
state roads by last winter's sev-
ere weather was "the worst in
recorded history."
This was the reason, he said,
the highway department was forc-
ed to raise its budget for pri-
mary-road resurfacing this sum-
mer to $4,176,000 from an estim-
ated $2.2 million.
Another record , of a different
kind, was also set when the high-
way department opened bids April
24 for a one-day total of about
$33.8 million in road projects.
THE LEDGER & TIMES fURRAY. KENTUCKY
FARTHEST TRAVELERS to compete in the "Miss USA" section
of the "Miss Universe" beauty pageant, at Miami Beach,
Fla., are "Miss Ha all," Donna Hartley,-and "Miss Alaska,"




LEXINGTON, - Ky. re-
cent yean Extenn horticult,
urists have bane wonders for
home orohards by proposating
dwarf fruit trees. BeCakae of
their efforts it is now poesible
to grow roan-sized fruits—sp-
pies, pears, peaches, plums, and
cherries—on babv-sized trees.
Fruit from these elfin trees
is much easier for the ordinary
orchardist to produce. Being
snail, the trees take up less
ground spaoe and oan be spray-
ed with an ordinary garden
sprayer. Also in most cases the
fruit can be picked without a
ladder. The quantity of fruit
may not be as great as that
hem standard trees, but the
quality is the same or better.
Dwarf trees bear sooner after
traneplanting, too.
Miniaturization of trees is an
old and subtle art. The idea is
thought to have originated in
Japan where it has been prac-
ticed fxc about 800 years. Jap-
anese horticulturists have de-
veloped tree dwarfing to such
a point of perfection that they
can limit tree growth to bees
than four incites in 30 years.
Unlike their American count-
erparts however, lapanese hot-
ticultunsts are interested in,
dwurfing trees for decorative
Purp,ses instead of a more con-
venient method of fruit pro.
duction Starting with a seed-
ling tree they take infinite pains
and rigorously prune roots and
branches to limit growth. Wa-
ter and fertilizer is rigidly con-
trolled. and branches and trunks
are carefully bent and tied with
wire to direct their form. Pines
are favored for dwarfing, but
deciduous trees are considered
more elegant because they show
seasonal changes.
Cuitivation of dwarf trees, ac-
cording to the Japanese, devel-
ops patience and relieves ten-
sion That may very well be,
but American horticulturists
wonder the effort more bene-
ficial when it produces fruit
and in a shorter length of time.
Right now, according to UK
Factension horticulturist Robert
L. Shepherd, is a-good time to
set out dwarfs in the orchard,
or even in the backyard. These
mighty little trees require on.
about 15 square feet of space
per nee to grow and flourish.
Dwarf fruit trees can be both
decorative and beneficial, and
most always bear in two years
alter transplating. Orchardists
recommend that at least two
varieoes of the same species be
transeianted because the best
crop of fruit can only be had




LEXINGTON, Ky. — Grow-
ing bell peppers for processing
is becoming an important cash
crop for many Kentucky farm
era.
Peppers may be grown on a
wide range of soil types. How-
ever, the best yields have been
on well-drained fertile uplands.
Yields have varied considerably
on rich bottomlands. Most of
the rich bottomland has too
much nitrogen during the first
month or so after the plants
are set in the field. This re-
sult!' in big, vigorous plants,
butlrlth very few peppers, says
Hubert Davis, Horticulturist at
the UK College of Agriculture.
Another problem with bottom-
land is that it is more' likely to
have disease, advises Davis. Air
drainage is usually ,poor, so
plants do not dry as, 'quickly as
those grown on higher land.
Most of the diseases that attack
peppers develop more rapidly
on wet plants.
The pepper is a member of a
large family of plants known as
nightshades. Other commonly
grown crops which belong to
this family are tobacco, pot-
toes, and tomatoes. These crops
have some of the same diseases
which may live in the soil for
two or more years. plis this rea-
son, it is best to rotate these
crops so they do not follow each
other more often than' once
every three years.
Select a soil which has a good
supply of organic matter. One of
the best soils is sod land that
is 5 to 10 years old. A good
cover crop will supply adequate
organic matter and, of course,
another source 'is . manure. It
can be added at the rate of ID
to 20 tons per acre. This is m
excellent way to add organic
matter, as well as supplying val-
uable plant food. If manure is
used, says the UK expert, apply
it three to four weeiu before
setting the crop and add 10(
pounds of 20 percent superphos
phate for each four tons of
manure.
If possible, avoid land which
tenth to be droughty. Peppers
do a poor job of- shading the
ground and preventing moisture
loss, says Davis. -
YOU CAN'T SEAT THE PRICE, iltol
,,‘%iier of this b.irbershop 1..,f tie Ind ,
tike,', ttleettign %%tilt tip dm int.;uluuiztI.uhoJ.













Groups $1.49 per person







Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.
May 14-15-16-17
SATURDAY NAY 16 IS SEMIICE DAY AT BIG K
A COLEMAN FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN OUR STORE MAY 16th TO SERVICE
ALL YOUR COLEMAN PRODUCTS. A Small Charge Will Be made for Parts You Need!
P STOVE
95
New Coleman Propane Su-
per-Stove with UL ap-
proved regulator t ha t
snaps on Coleman propane
bottle and valve. Adapter
f o r standard cylinders
available. Model 425E499
vernig ter
Practical, long-wearing ag comfortably in-
sulated and padded with threw pounds of in-
sulation 100 poirestaic.filling.. Solid green pop-
lin cover. Soft, earm flrel lining. Finish
size. 33"x75".. Othir cdmIEFT ona convenience
features include air mattress packets, head.
flap carrying case and webbing handles.
Makes into a double bag.
Coleman"
Make outdoor living eas-
ier with a Coleman jug.
Unbeatable for keeping





Styled in attractive two-toned
green polyethylene. One inch
wall of urethane insulation,
holds the cold longer, means less
ice; molt usable storage.."' Color
fait, chip, scuff, scratch resist-
ant. Foil hamper handle, leak-
proof drain. Approximately 30-






95 Light all night for just pen-nies! So bright you could
read even small type. Rug-
ged 2-mantle model 220E-
195.
100-FOOT CIRCLE OF LIGHT
"Ecrsy-Dpes-liff_Calenian Catalytic
heaters put out capacity BTU's . . .
no matter-how cold the weather.
Safe, fumeless. Model 511A-700.
Coleman fuel for lan-
terns, camp stoves, cata-
























































































































Prosperity in the Far East
Singapore Example of "Instant Asia"




SINGAPORE — Sir Stamford
Raffles would be pleased at
what he might see today, 150'
years aftel• his purchase of 224
square miles of island and mos-
quito-plagued swamps that be-
came the city-state of Singa-
pore.
For this busting island is
one of the most successful and
prosperous independent nations
in Asia with a citizen army
and booming economy that has
been tagged "Instant Aida."
Not that the one-time out-
post purchased from the Sultan
of Johore hasn't its share of
problems in today's complex
world as it moves into the 1970s
worrying about Malayan-Chi-
nese riots, unemployment and
the uncertainty of the future of
the huge naval depot when
Great Britain claws its historic
base within the next 24 months
• • •
HOWEVER, these challenges
appear no major concern for
Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
who is successfully building his
"rugged society" for his two
million people who once thought
disaster was going to over-
whelm them.
Rugged was what Lee had to
be when he moved into office
shortly after Singapore, with its
overwhelming majority of Chi-
nese, was tossed out of the Ma-
laysian Federation 3si 1965.
Unemployment was rampant;
Malaysian hated Chinese; the
tommunists were underminning
the island's labor forces, edu-
cation and youth and Indonesia
threatened to sweep up from
just across the straits and make
its hated neighbor a mere out-
post of geography.
But Lee had other ideas
• • •
IN A television appearance
following the split with Malay-
sia, Lee rallied his people and
now is in the midst of a dynam-
ic progress program that .rivals
the Japanese in expansion and
economic growth.
To assure his independence,
Lee strengthened his armed
forces by acquiring 50 second-
hand tanks from Tel Aviv and
30 senior Israeli officers —
tagged Mexicans at first so not
to upset the Muslim population
—and helped give Singapore's
30,000 citizen army a sense of
urgency and ruggedness that
has infused the entire popula-
tion with an electrifying esprit
At the same time, Lee cracked
down on the Communist-infest-
ed unions, particularly along
downtownaorea.
,
the dock's. Today, Singapore is
fourth in world port listings.
Capital, which once fled the
area, is now returning paced by
Ametican interests along with
oth parties planning to utilize
the 'great base to be vacated
by the British. A vast off-
shore search for oil is under-
way and should deposits be
found, Singapore with its new
400,000-ton mooring buoy could
easily capture the leadership for
oil handling in that part of the.
world.
• • •
A VAST housing program is
also underway with one new
apartment unit being opened
every 45 minutes, and over 700,-
000 people have been moved
into new quarter' that are rent-
ed by the government for $8.30
a month.
Tourism is jumping ahead far
beyond expectations with 24
new multi-story, first-class ho-
tels being built, including a real
geisha house and "genuine gei-
sha girls" for Japanese seeking
a "home away from home"
while on business.
Sir Stamford visualized Sing-
apore as a potential base. To-
day. as the new jumbo air age
moves into a reality for 1970s,
the new "Instant Asia" sees
itself as the potential stop off
where East can meet West.
New Kind of Hobby-Art: Tombstone Tracing
By JAMES NEVIN MILLER
Central Press Association
Correspondent
'BOSTON, Maas. — Ever hear
of a tombstone tracer? Or a
gravestone rubber? And we
do rt mean robber?
There actually is a person,
possibly the only one in the
world, who does such things.
He's Peter Akin, a popular pro-
fessor in .his mid-thirties at
Northeastern University here.
Almost every time Prof. Akin
gets a two or three-hour recess
from teaching, he hops into his
car and drives to Sawyer HUI
Burial Ground in Newburyport.
On such occasions he is prac-
ticing a new kind of hobby-art
while working in the graveyard




you choose to call him, is armed
with tracing tools and huge
sheets of tracing paper. He's a
unique type of artist-forger who
seeks to capture on paper the
priceless inscriptions and quaint
slogans sometimes fouhd on old
tombstones. '
• 0, •
IN ADDITION he is delighted
to preserve for posterity the tex-
ture of the stones and the crafts-
manship, design and style that
went into the atone mason's fi-
nal product.
Right now, the professor is
especially fond of Sawyer Hill
Burial Ground because it's of
almost endless historic interest
and in a charming neighborhood,
overlooking the quaint Nqrth
Shore Community Harbor. Na-
turally he plans to ,ytait other
burial grounds but figures it
will take him months to do jus-
tice to this one. So he's content
to browse around here for quite
a while.
The Newburyport burial
ground is convenient for Prof.
Akin because he lives only a
short drive away. Indeed he's
proud to use his home as a dis-
play place for the rubbings
which look like sensitive char-
coal sketches of the burial mon-
uments. Not in the lewd ma-
:abre-looking, they make attrac-
tive and artistic pieces of work,
especially when framed and
mounted.
r • •
PROF. AKIN says he—could
get up to $250 apiece for his
rubbings. simply by selling them
tii his town's ever-Increasing
number or tourists. Instead he
doesn't commercialize his art,
itget—attUea back, builds front,
Peter Akin Jr. watches his dad rubbing the stone of a grave markel
that dates back to 1795. Family dog also looks intensely interested
for his treasures and keeps them
forever on exhibition.
One of' Prof. Akin's most
prized specimens is the epitaph
of Mrs. Mary McHard • whose
hilltop house overlooks the Old
Hill Cemetery she died over a
hundred years ago). It reads:
"This virtuous and amiable con-
sort of Capt. William McHard
of Newbury Port died when she
choked to death on a pea."
Another epitaph reads in part:
Here lies food for worms until
the next great' resurrection."
Tombstones were perhaps the
only outstanding art forms of
their era, Prof. Aettn believes.
There was little rkulpture or
painting and so, he reasons,
the local stone-cutter, whose job
it was to preserve the memory
pf a person's life after death,
became a highly honored artist
and poet.
• • •
MOST common figures found
on old, gravestones, the profes-
sor finds, are angels and devils'
heads, willow trees and slogans,
all carved for tho most part on
the rounded top of the stone.
Prof. Akin's Initial contact
with a proposed tombstone for
rubbing is made through week-
end scouting which the profes-
sor and his wife and their four
children take in'connectiori with
picnics. At first the choice of
a stone depended mainly on the
unique nature of the epitaph,
but today Prof„.Akin has come
to be just Cis interestid in the
  chart' ett:rtstic-, - of n
stone as in the quaint message
found on it. -
The materials used by the
professor for making grave-
stone cbpies • include: a black
crayon good for smooth stones,
a graphite stick for rough
stones and masking tape for
holding the big sheets of paper
onto the tombstone.
• • •
AFTER Prof. Akin has select-
ed his stone for rubbing he tapes
the paper flush to the surface
and then proceeds to sketai
first the outline and later the
details of the stone with light
strokes back and forth against
the face.
A tombstone may require only
half an .hour to reconstruct, or
up to 35 hours, depending main-
ly on the degree to which the
rubber wants to capture the'de-
tail. It's backbreaking work
crouching around gravestones,
the proissor reports, but well
worth t time and trouble.
"I ma e it a rule to leave
the stones in better condition
than I found them," Prof. Akin
says. "I always clean them off
beforehand with a typewriter
eraser and also trim the grass
around them."
Once the initial ruhbint is
done the huge sheet of tracing
paper is lifted from the stone
and then is reworked and
toddled up at Prof. Akin's lei-
sure in his study Frames, built,
sanded and stained by the pro-
fessor are added and the work






by I Robert (Nob) Mao
What does erricultureoffir the
you man interested in becoming
a farmer?
This question was askedsever-
al times duriug the seriesofIbur
Kentucky Agricultural Institutes
the Department of Agriculture
held' at our State universities.
It is a timely weirdo; became
many young men are gradustin(e
and if military service is not a
problem, they are looking timer(
it business to enter.
The questbn of what sericul-
ture offers the yowl man is an
Important one to consider from
the standpoint of the Melded
and the todustrysas well. bother-
worce, a man sesidng a business
to enter wants one which wilipro-
vide his family with a setisfee-
tory standard of living.
Agriculture - or any Mit,
for that matter - mast attract
people both qualified and Wired-
ed in that industry. While *cow
omic benefits are not the sole
yardslIck by which to measure
a job or business,. dollars and
cents go a loci way toward de.
ciding a job or vocation.
A major obstacle facing most
young men wanting to go inio
farming is the cost of getting
established. Those who cam*
eater the business by
family farms face
eqxoditures.
Even If they ate able to ao-
quire sufficient land, other cos-
ts- livestock, equipment and se-
reties - are major items in to-
day's farming operations. While
agriculture is not alone in being
faced with increased operating
costs, the tight margin within
which farmers must operate ma.
kes the pressures of inflation
ever greater.
Suppose the young man can get
Into farming - what does It
offer? First of all, farmers are
While there are some
producing necessities Litz
utes for products produced cc the
farm, there is and will always
be, a -great demand for quality
beef, pork, lamb and poultry,
and other products. Most ob-
servers feel that demand will
maintain a market for most pro-
ducts at a profitable level.
This being the case, there is
a future in farming for those
who are businessmen. The over-
worked word of "Management"
will remain as the key difference
between those who succeed and
those who fail in agriculture.
Having worked with young boys
and young farmers fur a number
of years and being a partisan
of the Industry, I hope that 4,-
riculture can continue to attract
Its share of young men qualified
to 1111 its ranks.
Greatest Show on Earth, at Age 100, Still a Beauty
By F. BIEVIDDY KILLEY
Wraten Especially /or Central
Press and This Newspaper
.CRAI`g)A01-
sweetheart the flashy one) has
100 candles on her birthday




Columbus, Ohio — William
Fields, Benton, Kentucky, recent-
ly completed a service organiza-
tion course fur Volkswagen. The
course was -conducted by Mid-
western VW Corporatdoo In Col-
umbus, Volkswagen distributor
for Ohio and Kentucky.
This course is a. unit in a
comprehensive two-year training
cycle cooducted tor all Volkswag-
en technical personnel.
Remember the first time you
ever saw her? It was only for
few hours, but you couldn't
forget her. From then on, right
after mother and maybe a fa-
vonte teacher, she was tops.
Probably you had to wait a
c3up:c of years to see her again.
But she always let you know
she was coming. The poster on
the barn or the store building
or the long board fence said
Barnum & Bailey Circus — The
Greatest Show On Earth.
Somehow it didn't sound Ito
bragging at all; it was just
plain fact. The Greatest Shov,
On Earth.
Your old sweetheart wort,
many forms and faces. Some-
times she danced on the broad,
bare back of a splendid white
percheron and sometimes she
somersaulted from a high tra-
peze into the hands of th,
catcher and you held you:
breath.
• • •
ONE special time you remem-
ber is when 'she was all alone
in a big cage full of tigers and
she made them do tricks. One
jumped through a hoop of fire.
Once she lay on the ground and
let an elephant walk over her.
Sometimes she wore the faces
of clowns, and all those things
she did to the kind of music you
just never heard anywhere else!
You used to get up at dawn
to keep a date with her. She
came to town on long trains.
And you'd watch her hard at
work in any kind of weather—
getting breakfast for her fam-
ily of 1,200, building her house
of canvas where you sat later
that very same day and noticed
that she had put aside her
working clothes and was dtessed
.11 red and gold and covered
with spangles. And maybe you
had helped her water her ele-
phants or carry her grandstand
chairs and had earned a pass
tl the circus!
After 1919 your girl had a
longer name. And it's been
ingljng Bros. and Barnum &






' The world -Famous
founaisidenins ofsialljai
whose moos hove ISM Woo
household words in sokty land
.3;va4r notries,vehtch stand for all that 484
and Best in the realm of gigonbc artustrnonts.
hoot now been welded olio one.
If
CO he IN is to
ammumismdemmumeanCatiared
This old poster shows the founders of the Great-
est Show on Earth. From left—Otto Singling,
Charles Singling, All. T. Singling, P. T. Barnum,
James A. Bailey, John Singling and Al Singling.
num part is 100 years-old now.
And by 1919 she had a nick-
name. Her sons who'd left her
to serve the country in 1917
came back and started calling
her "Big Bertha" after the big-
gest cannon of World War I.
And in the tough and tender
fraternity of the big tops that
name stuck as tight as a guyed-
out tent.
There came a time when she
kind of lost her glamor for you
as you became interested in
school and in sports and in a
special girl. Then you were mar-
ried and one day you took your
kids for Big Bertha to see. And
there she was, waiting for you
just like you'd never been away.
She was prettier than ever
and she knew a lot of new
tricks. She cooked popcorn and
peanuts as good as ever and
her pink lemonade still was the
nectar of the circus gods. Big
Bertha's family was so huge
now that you heard she needed
more than 100 railroad cars in
four separate trains to help her
keep her appointments across
the map.
Then almost before you could
say Gargantua the time had
come for you to keep another
special date with your bid
sweetheart beoause you had
grandchildren. Only now Big
Bertha had moved into the big
arena buildings because the
towns she visited didn't have
convenient space for her 41
tents anymore.
And she had a kind of magic
'power you had not noticed be-
fore; she could look at your
party and lee one more kid than
you thought was there—you.
This was 1969 and John Ring-
ling North had sold the Great-
est Show On Earth to Irvin and
Israel Fold. war.atngton, D.C.
promoters, and to Judge Roy
Hotheins of HOUSton. Tex.,
wise • he had built the famous
Astrodome.
These fast-stepping and imag-
inative showmen put together
another complete Ringling Bros.
and Barnum & Balky Circus so
that now with two shows of
equal size and called Units Red
and B:ue the travelingest belle
of total show business can visit
twice as many people in twice
as many towns. And Irvin Feld
roams the world to find the
best circus talent just as Big
Bertha's owners always have
done.
So, dreaded, don't be wishing
tco hard that your little guests
wild have seen the great LU-
IS= Leitzel and Alfredo Codona
in the al•• and Con Collet= on
the tightwire and the towering
Wallendas on the highwire;
Dorothy Herbert on her rearing
and waltzing stallion and Bill
Meyer on Starless Night; Poo-
dles Hanneford and the Ctis-
tianis in the rings and Mabel
Stark and Clyde Beatty in the
big cage.
• • •
BIG BERTHA'S stars shine
bright as ever they did. Only
Barnum's Jumbo is missing and
the chances are 10 to one you
never sew him anyhow. He died
In 1885.
Just look at your old girl's
birthday cake! One hundred
candles! A hundred elephants in
salute, her bands play galqp-
time and in her ears is the
sweetest music of all — the
laughter of children echoing
through the big tops of 100
years.
Now she peeks around the
corner at a year marked 1971
and primps quickly in the mir-
ror of tomorrow as she prepares
to march her spangled legions
into the second century of The
Greatest Show On Earth.
You see, your old sweetheart
never did have much time for
looking back. She usually had a















Fields is employed by Carroll k
Volkswagen, Inc, Murray, auth-
orised Volkswagen dealer.
28 OUNCES "Fooled
didn't I." Stella Marie WA11.•
seems to be saying with
wink at her parents, Mi
Mrs. Norman Waltz, in Is
mansville. Pa. Stella .N1,1
weighed only 28 ounces
bcrn at home an] was
little hope, of NIIINiViti
,he'S suit 'iving
(Beauty Salon and Distributor Inquiries Welcome)
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WIGS
OVER 45 SHADES TO c1100SE FROM
These Wigs May Be Seen At Thl Holiday Inn
Room 110 Starting Wednesday
May 13th From 11:30 - 9:00 p.m.
STYLIST WILL BE ON HAND EVERY DAY THRU SATURDAY
No Setting Necessary
Wash-n-wear Pre-cut Tapered hugging neckline made
of the finest fiber available, Kanekilon, normal
retail selling price $30.00. But just in time for
summer at $15.95
The Natural Skin Latex parted wig long sides for a
flattering Sip also featuring the bluing neckline
normal retail selling price $40.00. But at our whole-
sale prices $26.95.
See Bob Dailey in Room 110
Factory It epresentative
SOLD TO THE PUBLIC AT WHOLESALE PRICES
WASH & WEAR





Killed In Auto Crash
FULTON, Ky., May 13 — A
two-vehicle accident Wednesday
rooming has left one Fulton
woman dead and another criti-
cally injured.
Mrs: Ruth Morrow Rudolph,
41, wife of Dr. Robert Rudolph,
was killed instantly in the crash
shortly before 8 a.m. today. Dr.
Convocation . . .
(Continued From Papa 1)
In & meeting called last week
by Dr. Harry U. Sparks, uni-
versity president.
A crowd of about .1,000 turn-
ed out for the first hour of the
convocation an informational
program for which students
were disrnissed from classes.
The number of people in the
auditorium diminished quickly
following the initial hour and
dwindled to less than 50 5y
late afternoon.
Two faculty members Dr
Robert Burke, assistant prof
or of history, and Brick Oe
infer, assistant professor of
litical science — spoke durin
the first hour of the assembly
Tracing the history of Viet
nam from the late 19th cent
ury, Burke built up a set a
facts that left listeners the o
portunity to choose one aide or
the other of one basic question:
Is American intervention In
Vietnam justified?
He said opponents of govern-
ment policy in Southeast Asia
equate Vietnam with "bestial-
ity, immorality and atrocitr
while supporters feel it neces-
sary "to make the world safe
for democracy."
Generally, he said, the move
into Cambodia as ordered .ay
President Nixon is said by cri-
tics to be ill-conceived because
they consider the whole Viet-
nam adventure to be ill-con-
ceived.
He urged students to inform
themselves before attempting to
make a decision about the goes-.
tion and then to let their pos-
ition be known.
Oettinger, speaking in oppos-
ition to the involvement of the
United States in Vietnam, said
the question of the offensive
into Cambodia cannot be dealt
with in complete isolation. Be
said the issues are still funda-
mentally the same as they have
been for some time.
-The decision is based on lim-
ited, short-range military values
— not on the long-range nat-
ional interest."
Declaring there is "no way to
end the Vietnam war by con-
ventional military force," he
questioned Nixon's motives for
the movement of U.S. troops
into Cambodia as "perhaps poli-
tical."
Terming the Cambodia off-
ensive the first major escala-
tion of the war in the past two
years, Oettinger said there has
been a change in the rationale
by Nixon. who "does not have
the same sense of values" ae
young people in the country.
"Are not the greatest threats
to the United States now in-
ternal?" he asked.
A folk mass on the campus
Wounds behind the university
library_ was conducted during
the mid-afternoon .by Father
Martin Mattingly of St. -Leo's
Catholic Church in Murray for
▪ "peace in the world and on the
nation's campuses."
About 300 students held 3
candlelight memorial late Wed,
Rudolph is a Fulton dentist.
Mrs. Bobbie Crutchfield, wife
of Otis Crutchfield, was criti-
cally injured in the accident.
She was transferred from a Ful-
ton hospital to a hospital in
Memphis. Her condition was not
reported.
The accident occurred assthe
two women were traveling to
their jobs with the University
of Tennessee at Martin. It took
place about one mile south of
South Fulton on U.S. 45-E
State Trooper P. T. English
said a vehicle had stopped on
the highway before turning t
o
the left. Another car stoppe
d
behind it and then Mrs. Crutch-
field came upon the Iwo cars.
While she was trying to avoid
striking the vehicles ahead of
her, Mrs. Cnitchfield's car skid-
ded into the northbound lane
and was struck by the station
wagon driven .by Aaron W.
Wright, Bonneville, Miss. Wright
and his passenger, Freddie
Shok, suffered minor injuries,
the - trooper reported.
Mrs. Rudolph was a passenger
in Mrs. Crutchfield's car.
Offbeat London
LONDON (UPI) - London
has a lot to offer on the far.
out side of Buckingham Palace -
you can rent an elephant, nibble
on salted pig's ears, tour the
alleys where Mack the Knifi
roamed, even 'ride through the
city in a horse-drawn coach.
There are several sightseeing
agencies specializing in off-beat
and alley tours, although the
horse-drawn variety with top-
hatted coachman will set you
back 112.
Such favorite -- and peculiarly
British - dishes as jollied eels,
salted pig's ears and haggis
(stuffed sheep's stomach) are in
East London's Smithfield Mar-
ket, while the elephant and al-
most anything else y ou are will-
ing to pay for can be rented
from Harrod', the Queen's pet
department store.
A little shop in Beauchamp%
Place. Highlights,. specializes in
Australian boomerangs and you
can hire a barrel organ or a
hurdz-gurdy from nearby Bar-
num s Carnival Shop. You can
buy a full-size plastic skeleton
from Educational and Scientific
Plastics, a bulletproof vest from
Wilkinson Sword, a park bench
from Spencer's and armor at
various antique shops. Just bring
money .
* * *
Botanically, tne tomato is a
fruit.
THE 1;11DGER a 
TIMES m
SEEN & HEARD.. . . New School . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
the United States imports 
comes
from Canada-
Mrs Sank. Miller calls to 
tell
us about a Terrapin her
 bro-
ther found over in the LB
L
in 1942.- He took it beck 
to
Chicago with him and still has
it. He calls him Mo. The Terra-
pin had a mark of some kind
an his shell that someone put
there, and he still has it.
We don't kite* how long Ter-
rapins live, but the turtle family
in general is long lived. They
live about as long as a man
does, we believe.
We've seen some snappers that
are large, so they possibly last
for a 100 years or more.
Georg, Overbey comes by and
says let's go out and see the
roses we put out some years
ago, so we go. He has put out
multiflora roses along fence
rows at his farm and they have
grown about ten feet-high. They'
have a blue jillion blooms on
them. These rose hedges form
an impenetrable fence for live-
stock and also provide excellent
over for birds. InIaddltion they
provide a heaven for bees, as
well as presenting a beautiful
picture when in bloom.
On the way back we see ennui
folks looking at a pine tree in
front of Mrs. John Stewart"
house, so -we stop and look at
It too. The tree was covered
with little green worms that
were eating the pine needles.
Mrs. Stewart comes out and we
all commiserate over the frus-
tration of it all.
(Continued From Paso 1)
had told the board to taped
bads of 31.6 million or move.
Sthultx said that dia was ate
of the beet bids for a actiod re-
ceived in the state.
Alternate bide were submit-
ted by all of the contractors on
• "tartan surface" for the gym.
maim floor sad Perry's bid
for this would mean an addi-
tions/ $8,830.00 above the cost
for a stataiard hardwood floor.
The oxuract nails for the ta-
dilly to be compiebed in 400
(*lender days and Schultz said
that the earliest possible date
for constructioe to begin would
be June 15.
The superintendent added
that it constructioe is begun by
July 1, the building shoukl be
ready for occupancy by the fall
semester of 1971.
The new Murray High School
will contain 30 clasercoms, lab-
oratory, library, gymnasium,
dressing rooms, cafeteria and
kitchen, shops, musac depart-
ment, art department, an office
suite, rest rooms and miscel-
laneous spaces with a total area
of approximately 100,000 square
feet-
Construction will be of a tees
bination fire resistive and fire-
proof material with not less
than a one hour rating consist.
log of concrete foundation, nu,
=my walls, concrete floors,
mineral board ceilings and steel




We saw some on our two pine MAY Us 1970
trees at home a day or so ago
but this tree was literally c
ered. Boyce ifcCuiston, the
ester here is checking on them.
They spread to the Oak trees
too. If we can find out what to
do about them, we'll holler.
Drove back to see if any of the
worms had gotten in George's
tobacco bed and saw • dead
Cedar Waxwing lying by the
side of the road. Must have run
Into a car or something. The
worms were not in the bed.
nesday night to the four stu-
dents killed at Kent State Uni-
versity last week, including a
slowlytmoving .procemion that
marched through the dormitory
complex and back to the point
of origin at the front stein of
the auditorium.
Then the students went into
an all-night vigil on the campus
quadrangle.
Results of the poll showed
153 students supporting Nixon's
move into Cambodia, 252 op
posing, and three with no opt*
ion. A total of 418 students —
about 6.5 per cent of the en.
roliment — participated in the
balloting.
Without a break, Dr. Sparks
presided at the convocation
from its mid-morning begin.i-
lag until 3 p.m.
`Two Barn swallows flew up in
front of us on down the road,
and a big Rabbit pops into the
rose hedge.
A Buzsand glided silently and
effortlessly in a clear sky.
By the way, that farm of
George's has been in the family
about a 100 years. His old home
place and the house where he
was born are located there.
Thera is something soul satisfy-
ing about a situation like that.
Makes a fellow feel as though




Richard Christie, Box 246,
Hart Hall, MSU; Mrs. Glenda
Moore. Rte, 1, Gllbertsville;
Mrs. James Hornbuckle and baby
boy, 209 Pine, Murray; Mrs.
Betty Mills and baby boy, Rte.
3, Benton; Mrs. Mavis Moore,
Rte. 1, Murray; MLss Monica
Nance; Mrs. Mary L. Crass,
34412 Blanchard Blvd., Farm.
ington, Mich.; Carrol Farmer,
309 N. 4th SL, Murray.
Funny money
, LONDON (l PI) - British
money is among the western
world's most confusing curren-
cies, particularly to Americans
accustomed to decimal-based
dollars.
Think of it this way -- a six-
pence is six peni!ies, a shilling
is rou,dily I dime, and a two-
shilling ,pieoe approximately a
quarter. The nearest thing tO
a dollar is •10 shilhngs, equarto









WANTED: min to help beta
bird dogs and run dogs in fluid
laid& Phone 436-3406, Chrysler
Bird Dog /genesis. TIC
WANTED: a woman to class
cottages at Motel nese Labiate
Park. Betexemoes required. Call
4742388. TIC
WANTED: Waitresses, night
seat, 5:00 p. an. till 12:00 p. m.
Apply in person to Jerry's Bast-
aurae.
AVON CALLING —Ccatintting
demand for Avon's complete
line of cosmetics creates addi-
tional territories for repreesst-
Alves. You serve customers
near home and oan owl well.
Call now: Mrs. Janet Kunick
965-9424 after 7:00 p. m, or
write Route 2, Box 136 A. Prin-
ceton, Ky. 42445. M-14-C
WANTED: Nurses aides, exper-
ienced in nursing sick elderly
peJple Morning shift. Modern
air conditioned building. Mea-
doa view Retirement Home. See
our ad in the yellow pages.
Phone 345-2118. M-144
TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight
Semi). Experience helpful but
not necessary. Now you can
earn $4.50 an hour and up after
short training; for local and
over-the-road hauling. Year-
round work. For application
write. Nation Wide Semi Divi-
sion, Suite 214, Marine Bldg.
171 New Circle Rd., N. E. Lex-
ington Ky. 40505, or call (806)
299-6912, after 5 p. m. (606)
252-3484. 11-14-C
WANTED: lady experienced in
salad preparation, full time mid
part time. Good working condi-
tions, must be neat, efficient
and able to furnish good refer
-
ences. No phone calls, apply
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
M-19-C
MANAGER or trainee for Jun- I
ior Department Store. Salary,
wont Asturias and isssuronce
Program. Positions in other lo-
calities. Give age and referen-
ces. Address reply to Personnel
Director, P 0 Box 2688, Nash-
ville, Tennessee 37201. ITC
NOTICE
Mrs. Carol Thompson and Baby
Girl, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. 4.1
Yearry and Baby Boy, Rtel
Almo; Baby Boy Schinella, Moth-
er, Mrs. Patricia Schinella, No.
40 Shady Oaks TrI.Crt, Murray;
Baby Girl Burkeen , Mother Mrs.
Rosetta Burkeen, Rte. 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Will Smith, Rte. 7, Box 62,
Murray; Ewen Stubblefield, Rte.
5, Murray; Mrs. Gloria Brown
and Baby Boy, Rte. 1, Dexter;
Mrs.LeeAnne McKenna and Baby
Girl, 1300 Payne St., Murray;
Mrs. Allie B. Boggess, 415 So.
lgth St., Murray; 1411burn Pas.
,Rte. 1, Hazel; 'Charlie
Snow, Rte. 3, Benton;
Nanny, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs.
Robbie _Nixon, Rte. 1, Murray;
Mrs. Christie Grey, Kirksey;
Mrs, Flossie Andros, Rte. 1,
Farmington.
TV & STEREO SERVICE
GE Factory Trained Man
Genuine Parts

















1970 CADILLAC, 2 - door
hardtop, burgsmy with
black vinyl ten, 9000
actual miles. $5.996.00.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN f s
beck. matonzatic trans-
mission, be, km than
7000 maim. SAVE!





1909 VW Karmen Ghia, yel-
low, lir conditioning
loaded with aoceemortee
1960 PONTIAC Catalina, &
door bird top, yeliow,









1967 T-BIRD landies 4400r
hemitop, factory ear, po-
wer atersing and Wyk,
46
1967 PONTIAC Catalina M
a
lion Wagon, apament




2.-door berdtop, red, ism
car trade in.
1966 MERCEDES BENZ, 4
dor, wir oonditioning,
automatic traramission
1906 MUSTANG, yellow with
black vinet ton ear ma'
Manning. power steer
log, excatient condition.
1905 P'ORD LTD, adoor herd-
, white with back
Any' tap, air conditioe-
tog.
GOOD SUPPLY of used Do
medic as well se VW's with
100% mainintee to choose
faun
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
110 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
A
1970 CALINDAR Desk Staab
anid refills are now available at
like Leapt & Times Office Sip
ply Mtn. T1NC
COLLZE'S DINER at Five-Points.
weeks special. Hamburger,
tries and 100 drink-
600. BB Q, french kies and
fie driest— 70 cents. M-14-P
APPLY NOW! What do you
lizaw shoed the Bible? Would
you like to lawn more? Theo
come learn with us at Kid-Con-
tinent Bible College, North 15th
Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
42066. We offer listener* Bible
Study, along with other Biblical
subjects and libelant arts sub-
jects as weil. thane times year-
ly (January, May, and Septem-
ber). A. B. degree awarded.
Put off no 100g0r! Writ* or call
for application forms nowt
COAL BID
The Calloway County Board
Educatioe is asking for bids
coal to be dellevered to the
elementary schools by the
Specifications: Washed
oil treated No. 11 stoker
1 1/4" x 1/4". All bids are
to be In the Board's office, 300
South 6th Street, Murray, Lan-





vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C..
M. Sanders. Phone 382-2668
Lynnville, Kentucky.
June-18-C
EFFECTIVE May 11, 1976,
Pershing Mies Company GS,
Murray State Universier, will











JUST ONE Of MOSE DAYS 
d Plka9-31;4+04*&4 -S‘‘44t
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The Tennessee River near the
Calvert City industrial complex
contains deposits of mercury,
but the extent of the dangerous
element is not known, officials
said Wednesday.
Bernard Carter, state fish-
eries director, said Murray State
University researchers had turn-
ed up the element in samples of
the river's water and mud.
"But we don't know how much
is in the fish yet," he said.
The Murray study is being
conducted under contract with
the state Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources and the
U.S Bureau of Commercial Fish-
eries.
Carter said he knows of no
incidence of humans being
harmed by eating Tennessee
River fish.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, heading
the Murray team, said federal
officials howl -shown interest in
the mercuni findings.
Mercury concentrations in
Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair
have prompted officials to clam




are not for everybody, 
but if
you want to sample one -
 or
already are an aficionado --
Madrid is the place.
It boasts the largest bull r
in
in Spain, 'IWO Plaza
 de Toros,
which is considered the most
important arena in the- world,
an official said the quantity of
mercury discovered in the Ten-
nessee River "has been very
much less than was reported"
in those lakes.
Mercury in sufficient quanti-
ties is fatal to humans. But the
discovery in the Tennessee Riv-
er so far appears to be less than
a lethal amount, officials said.
Mrs. Eula Bell
Dies At Benton
,BENTON, Ky., May 13—Mrs.
Rule Bell, 88, of Benton Rt. 1
died at 1:30 a.m. today in Ben-
ton Municipal Hospital. She was
a member of Oak Level United
Methodist Church.
She leaves her husband, Joe
Bell; one son, Joe Eugene Bell
of Symsonia Rt. I; one brother,
the Rev. Guy W. Arant of Dyers
burg. Temi.; two half-sisters,
Mrs. Louise Swift and Mrs.
Mary Lee Suiter, both of Padu-
cah; three half-brothers, Clar-
ence and Tommy Arant, both of
Paduca It, and James Porter
Arent of Wickfille; four grand-
children and ilPo great-grand-
children. •
Funeral services are sched-
uled at 1,p.m. Friday at Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Chapel. The
Rev. Orville Easley and the Rev.
1. J. Scudder will officiate. Bur-
ial will be in the Wyatt CM:
etery in Calloway County.
Friends may call iu Us. fu-
neral. borne.
••
ANT: A good samaritan to
someone to take care of us
few &ye whale we recuperate
and W. W. Dickerson,
mtheis meth a( Murray on
1. Phone 753-3218. ITC
NOTICE OP SALO
Public Notice is hereby given
that the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Industrial Foundation will
offer for Wee to the highest
mad hest bidder, 30.35 acres
known an the Vale Hart Place
In Mornay. Sealed bids will be
taken unlit ins. p. m., June 1.
1970. in the wait thet all bids
are found unacesplable, bids
for a nay day opUom will be
accepted upon a highest and
best bidder bads. The Murray'
Calloway County Industrial
Foundation reserves the tight
to reject all bide. Bak should
be addremed to P. 0. Box 190,
Murray, Ky. 11(-16-C
Coenobite Smell Engine Repair
Garden tillers, brim mowers,
chain saws Autborbed Briggs
& Stratton Dealer. Authorised
Lawson Power Products Deal-
er. Igurr:,y Supply Co., NM Lest
Main. Plume 753-3961. II-1TC
Ammo lima
AUCTION Sate, Saturday, May
le, 10:00 a, in. it Noble Crick
arm, % mile south at Spring
Cheek laptia Church. TV apd
staid visa** machine, power
110Wn mower, all kincis of small
electrical appliances, bed and
springs, oboe's- bad lima4,
quilts, including new wedding
ring quilt, kitchen utensils, dish-
es, milk cons antique trunk,
stone jars, 41 kinds of yard
and garden too* bend tools of
ell kinds, including anvil, vise
and hand maws. Items ex numer-
ous to mention.
AUCTION fide Seturday, May
16, 10:00 a. m., W or shine at
the- late Mr. mid Mn, Clyde Re-
turn, 10 miles east of
Murray, 1 mile west of Highway
94, ham at Morris Grocery. Will
sifil all the household items.
Luta of this furniture wee bo-
ught new X. Odor TV, heed
of all kinds two riding
garden tiller, two Riv-
motorcycles, chile bolsi,
,pony cart, 4 year old buck akin
rackeig horse, three milk cool.
pens, two milkers, two hog feed-
era, one own has, 800 Ford
treetior with new Urea in reel
goodebape, plow, disc, cultivat-
or, rower, seed sower, blade,
tale wagon. 1967 Ford
pick-up trua with tacks. Lots
MTV ita10111 000 BlIONIVIIS to
mention. If you need any equip-
ment, household items or bled
tools, don't mien this mle. Ter-
ry Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
M-15-C
AUCTION, Saturday night, 7:011
p. as. it the Dungeon, (teemerly
Superior laundry & Cleaners
Old furnItufe aid lots of odds
ends. Be sure to Mt your
Bib in *Kittle lot the auttibe
Fit information call 1534263.
7834980.




1970 DATSUN Pickup Truck.
96 h.p. overhead cam
engine. Full new car
warranty. Only 5, 0 0 0
miles  gave!
1969 DATSUN 2-Door Sedan.
11,000 miles. maroon
finish. Nice. Only $L395.
1966 DATSUN "1600" Sports
Car. Real nice 
Only  $1,195.00
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu 6-
passenger Station Wag-




1964 VW. Needs a little work.
Special!  $85-00
1966 MUSTANG. Automa tic




Automatic and air con-
ditioner. Nice. __ $795.00
1966 SIMCA. Special! $595.00
1963 STMCA. Special! $395.00
1966 DATSUN 1300 Sedan.
Real economy, up to 30
miles per gallon.
Only  $795.00
1970 DATSUN. Executive De-
... monstrator. Full war-





Sycamore St. Ph. 753-7114
FOR RENT
TWO-BEDROOM amiss apart.
lama Phone 793-7100. TIC
Foul house trailers, 10' s
air conditioned. Available June
7. Mame 75342111 or 7527666
111-14-C
ONE TWO-BEDROOM apart
mat, furnished. Also two-bed-
room aparrement unfurnished.
Frigidaire and stove, curveted.




June 8. For information phone
753-3264. 311-14-C
LARGE furnished one bedroom
apartment with air conditioner
for summer semester only. Also
large two bedroom apartment,
furnisbed for four boys. Phone
753-3143, after 5 p. m. M-18-C
NICELY furnished two bedroom
apartment Available June sti.
Located 100 South 13th Street.
,,est Control. 11,4111hasstir,
TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfur-
nished apartments acmes from
Weetview Nursing Home, South
lfith Street. Two bedroom, bath,
utility room, carpeted, air con-
ditioeed, with dove, refrigerat-
or, washer. Call 753-4974,
11-19-C
TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished a-
partment. Inquire at 1399 John-
son Blvd. 11-19-C
TWO-BEDROOM 10' x 50' house
trailer on private lot, three
blocks from University. Chil-
dren welcome. Available June
10. Can be wen now. Call 75E-
7833 or 753-5709. 11-13.0
UNFURNISHED two bedroom -
&pito apartment. Phone 75.1-
9488.
WILL SUB-LEASE fUrtisb•a-
two bedrooms duplex sportment
for eurnmer. Phase 753-0488.
M-16-C
ROOMS UM eirls for summer
Air conditioned, private ea
'imam. kitchen. Two blocks
from University, 1630 Hamilton
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6'REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
3-11EfiROOM brick veneer, 1
be/A utility and carport, (=-
pond in bedroom, and hall.
Peeeiled in kitchen with built-
in .eabinets. This is on Catalina.
LOtATED in Dexter a 2-bed-
room frame, carpet and linol-
eum floors, one bath, two
large shade trees.
2-11EDROOM frame, one bath,
living mom, utility, located on
64 north on one acre lot.
3-BEDROOM brick veener, 2
utility and carport, cen-
tral boat and air, carpeted in
living room, hall and bedrooms.
Dell and kitchen combination
with built to stove and dish
wenn, mid garbage disposal,
located on Kirkwood Dr.
LOCATED on corner of Wood-
lawn and Sycamore, a 3-bed-
room brick veneer, one bath,
living room, kitchen with built-
in cabinets, with closed garage.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer one
ball, kitchen dining room, large
living room, utility -and carport
on.85' x 285' kit on North 17th.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, dee
and kitchen combination, large
living room, one and half bath,
utility and carport. Built-in
steve in kitchen, located on
x 150' lot on Catalina.
LOCATED on Van Cleve Road
a 4-bedroom frame, bath, den
and kitchen combination, cen-
trai heat and air, 285' x 275'
ion
3- ROOM brick veneer, 2
baths, sunken family room and
kitchen, central heat and air,
commie tile bath, powder room,
2-cer garage on Belmont.
3-BEDROOM two-story brick vie
nest', one bath, utility, also a
brio* veneer garage apartment
in heck included with bath, 1%
acres on Highway 121 West.
2-BEDR00M frame, one bath,
image, % basement, electric
beat, 454 acres on Martina Clan-
pel Road.
2-13EDROOM frame, one bath,
caet and inlaid linoleum,
btIt in 1962, on one acre near
New Concord.
2-BEDROOM frame, ale bath,
gas heat, ramble well and ..ces
city water, large lot located
in Hardin. - - -
2-BEDROOM seine, one bath,
living room, dining zoom, and
kitchen, on 75' a 180' lot on
South 9th.
2-BEDROOM block stucco, one
bath, living room, kitchen and
one acre in Almo Heights, 641
North.
2-BEDROOM frame with ashes.
torn siding, living room, kitchen,
one sere in Aim Heights.
FARMS:
111• ACRES near north 16th
Street, 2 miles from Murray.
77 ACRES, 40 OT 50 acres in
cultivation, 9 acres corn base,
1.28 tobacco hue, frame 2-bed-
room house with electric heat,
two stock barns, corn crib.
51 ACRES near North 16th
Street, two miles from Murray
90 ACRES near New Provideoce
60 ACRES near New ProVidee-
ce-
3 ACRE FARM, stock barn, with
a 4-room house on Highway 444.
LAKE: •
2-BEDROOM frame, tile floors,'
one and half bath, rock roof,
in lakeway Shores, also 2 Iota,
(80' front, 170' dere. sad 1.4IX
across back).
L01' NUMBER 955, unit No. 4
in Pine Bluff Subdiviaion, deer.
ed and ready for use.
a LOTS in CYPreee Cove-
6 LOTS, with a 2-bedroom
frame house, one bath, ceramic
tile on floors and walls, utlity,
panelled walls, front porch, lo-
cated in Kentucky lake Devel-
opment.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY:
30' x 36' body shop, on 273' z
275' lot in Hazel, Ey.
LOT 190' it 100' with a man
house across from Jones' Iron
Works.
LOT 106' x 180' next to
Popecen.
VACANT LOTS:
LOT 6 and 7 in Grove Heights
Subdivision on Highway 04 NIL
7% ACRES with large pond, ap-
proximately 700' bootlegs on
Highway 641 North.
WILSON Real Estate, phones:
753-3263 end 753-5086; Sales.
men: Merles McDaniel, Bill Ad-
ma, Larry W. Wilma -Ths
cagy Reg Estate Anctiooger
in Calloway County." 111-144
EVIRA NICE home on large
lot. This house features plenty
of closet space, carpeted living
room, paneled family room, kit-
chen with built in appliances.
office space, three large bed-
Moms, three full baths, full
walk out basement with game
mom end expansion space for
that large family. This home
mon be sew to appreciate the
many fine features throughout
and to realize the potential for
family living. Phone 7334903
for appointment.
This popular priced 3-bedroom brick home is situated on
a well groomed 1, acre lot in Fairview Acres. Living
room, kitchen-family room, eleetric heat, kitchen built-
ins, ceramic bath, hardwood floors, large utility room,
carport, outside storage. Excellent financing arrange-
ments are available to a qualified buyer.
DUPLEX-There are two 3-bedroom units on each side
of this meticulously maintained piece of property, locat-
ed just outside the city limits on Lynn Grove Highway.
Has a large laundry room, 2 car garage, large work shed
with concrete floor, 380 feet deep lot with numerous
grape vines and tame blackberry bushes. All furniture
and appliances of both apartments are Included. This is
good investment property.
LIKE NEW 3-bedroom brick horpe within 2 blocks of the
university. Spacious living-room, bedrooms and kitchen-
family room; 1% ceramic baths, kitchen built-ins, air con-
ditioners, draperies, carport with solar screen, aluminum
awnings, storm doors and windows., Must be seen to be
appreciated.
&BEDROOM FRAME home with aiumnium siding, just
west of Murray city limits on Lynn. Grove Highway. Liv-
ing room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, bath, wall
to wall carpeting, storm doors and windows, sepearte gar-
age, large storage shed, several large trees on this 170' x
170' lot. This property is in excellent repair and is virt-
ually spotless.
2-BEDROOM FARM home and 36 acres. located 6 miles
S.E._of Murray. Owner has recently remodelled the -en-
tire interior of this house and installed wall to wall car-
peting throughout. Large barn and tool shed; 14 acre
grain base; 1.31 acre tobacco base: 30 acre soybean crop
goes with the deed.
2-BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL home near Blood River Boat
Dock. Has small guest cottage connected to main house
by redwood decking. Only a couple of blocks from the
water and completely furnished . . . yet priced at just
$10,500.
IRAN!, MeTYPAriik hc•49e An P6 acres4
-land, 4* miles BA. Gee-ferny ty Has 'large -
ity room. enclosed garage. conerete patio, kitchen bu
ins, electric heat, air conditioner. Large frame building
at rear of property is suitable for a clean-up shop. Fin-
ancing readily available.
EXTRAORDINARY 3-BEDROOM roman brick home on
% acre lot, 5 miles East of Murray. Has a stone fireplace
In the living room, foyer, central heat and air, wall to
wall carpeting, resilient vinyl flooring in kitchen, kit-
chen and laundry appliances included, 2 ceramic baths,
concrete patio, attic storage, huge closets. One of the
nicest homes in the area
3-BEDROOM BUFF BRICK home at 1620 Catalina Has
1% baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
storm doors sed windows, kitchen built-ins, draperies.
carPort large lot. In the city school district and near the
site of the new high school.
2-BEDROOM FRAME house with asbestos shingles on 19
acres of land. 3 miles North of Murray on US-641 House
has living roan, kitchen, bath, oldies room electric
hest, city water. Barn, stable and clean-up sh p on pro-
perty. Located near. new industrial development
DUPL1IX - Has one 2-bedroom and one 3-bedroom unit
Large bedrooms, kitchen-family- room Complete with
built-ins, carpeting- air Conditioner, garbage disposal.
Located on Peggy Ann Drive.
APARTMENT HOUSE - 2 apartments in large frame ,
house and 2 apartments in a concrete block building.
Partially furnish* 1.4ealed 2-blocks Prom the .ceptAts4......
Stedio TOwniayment will
handle.
3-BEDROOM FRAME house on 1% acre lot. 1 mile West
of city limits, on Mayfleld Highway. Has a full basement,
separate garage. central heat, storm doors and windows,
screened porches.. Ample room for an additional build-
ing site, either residential or commercial.
2-BEDROOM STUCCO home with 2 acres of land, 1 mile
S.E. of Murray, on Concord Highway. Has a 2-room apart-
ment separate from the main house, stock barn, garage
Priced right.
2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME on 17% acres, 2 miles S.E.
of Murray on Old Salem Road. Lots of out6ifildings, good
well, stock ponds, good fences. Owner wants to move
Into town.
EROOM SHINGLED HOUSE on 1% acres of land. Good
frontage on U4 641 North, just 3 miles from Murray.
Bat excellent potential.-
4-ACRES OF LAND on blacktop road, near Locust Grove
Baptist Church. If you are looking for. good small tract
of land, this may be It.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home on % acre lot in Almo House
has gas furnace, storm doors and windows, good well,
separate garage Near elementary school.
TO BUY ... see us! TO SELL. Ihn with oat
LICENSED IN KY. AND TENN.
Fulton Young
Realty, Inc.
4th a Maple Street
Phone 753-7333. teem, phones: Fulton E Young, 753-
49411; Ishmael Stinson, 753•153e 1-T•C
sem. ESTATE rot saw IIIAL ESTATE Pak SAI-11
234 ACRE TRACT on blacktop road, near Kentucky
Lake. Only $1,200-
190 ACRE FARM, 1354 miles S.E. of Murray, on Watts
Road. Good deep well, practically new 20' x 25' storage
building. Check our low unit price on this one. '
TRAILER PARK on 4 acres of land. just 1% miles West
of Kentucky Lake, on Faxon-Newburg Road. Includes a
practically new double wide mobile home (34' x 44%
complete with beautiful furnishings, for a residence;
plus 10 trailer spaces wired and plumbed. ready for oc-
cupancy. Owner's health necessitates selling.
92 ACRE FARM on blacktop road, 1 mile south of New
Providence. 29 acre grain base also has burley and dark-
fired tobacco bases. Good woven wire fences and 4 large
ponds make this an ideal cattle farm. •
10 ACRE TRACT of land, sowed in lap Hay, 5 miles
West of Murray. This is good farming land.
142 ACRE FARM with a 4-room brick home, on blacktop
road between Puryear and Jones Mill. Outbuildings are
practically new, 70 acre corn crop will go with the deed,
as will all of the farm equipment.
108 ACRE FARM that can be a real moneymaker for
someone willing to make a few improvements. 14 acre
grain base, 1 acre dark-fired tobacco base. 50 acres tend-
able, with 40 acres of this being good producing bottom-
lancE,Only $115 per acre. Owner will consider a trade on
income producing property in Murray.
CHOICE 44 ACRE FARM with recently remodeled large
frame home, on blacktop road, one mile N.W. of Fur-
year, Tenn. 14 ore grain base. Land lays extrgmely well.
has good 'fences and outbuildings. Suitable /or either
row crop farm or cattle faith.
NEAT EBEOROOM FRAME home, only 354 miles S.E.
,of Murray. For a low priced home, this defies compari-
son. An ideal place for a young couple to live while
building up an equity to apply on that dream home of
the future. Less expensive to own than to rent.
30 ACRES FARMLAND, including approximately 5 acres
wooded area. Several good building sites in the woods;
balance is high producing cropland. Located on Ky. 783,
near Wiswell.
LAKE AREA lots in and near Pine Bluff Shores, Center
Ridge Subdivision and Panorama Shores. 1'
•
COMMERCIAL LOTS on South 4th Street in Murray.
City water, sewerage and streets. Owner will sell or
build to suit tenant. Excellent location for a new gro-
cery store.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Jackson Acres, Lynnwood
Estates, Sherwood Forest, Fairview Acres, Plainview
Acres, Cherry Corner. Also in the 'city limits of Put
year, Tenn.
WE HAVE BOTH new and nearly. new homes that can
be financed at the 814% interest rate, with terms up 
to
33 years if desired. If none of these suit you, maybe 
we
can arrange to build the home of your design. Check
with us if you would like to determine your 
eligibility.
You are under no obligation.
TO BUY . . . see us! TO SELL ... Het with sal
LICENSED IN KY. AND TENN.
Fulton Young
Realty, Inc.
4th 5 Maple Street
Phone 7$51333. Nome phones: Fulton E. Young, 753-
49411; Ishmael Stinson, 7511534 1-T-C
SEEVICES OFFERED
WANTED: LOIS 10 ,I.DcOV. Have
cub tractor mei ne mow after
achaatand on Saturdays. Phone
753-3708. 11-14C
`READING, tutoring. Groups OT
Individuals. Experienced reme
dial reading teacher. Phone 753
rms. 14-14-C
WILL HAUL trash in city or
country, Woo per load. Also
do yard wort. Phone 753-5375
111.14-C
'BABY SITTING. Loves children
Experienced. Phone 753-9878.
11-154
WILL DO bush-hogging by the
hour or by the acre. Phone
Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after
e:00 p. m. M-19-C
NOME
AUTOS FOR MLR
1969 .JEEP, four wheel drive,
low mileage, has two tops. Call
753-7850. TFC
1969 DODGE Dart Swinger 340,
four speed, etrome wheels,
vinyl top, power steering. Will
sell or trade. Also 1961 Ford
Galaxie, 352 engine, automatic
transmission. Phone 753-1688.
Ask for Kee Bucy- M-18-C
1963 FAIRE/ANE. Good condi-
Bole $400.00. Call 733-1503.
• 
11-14-P
1957 cuEvaoLer. Phone 753-
8090. 11-15-P
1966 CHEVROLET - impala, Su
Per Sport. Power steering and
brakeeatnarina blue with black
vinyl top. Excellent condition.
Priced very reasonable. See at
916 North 18th Street. 11-15-P
1964 INTERNATIONAL pick-up.
See at Interstate Battery, East










1964 IMPALA SS, 4-speed, et•
eellent mechanical shape- 18,-
000 miles OD engine- Phone 703-
3410 alter 5:00 p. m. M-16-NC
NOTICE
REAL ESTATE roa SALE
LARGE MODERN ranch style
Wick home on 100' a MO' wood-
ed lot in Sherwood Format
Three bedrooms with &Ninth*
closet space and hardwood
floors. Carpeted living room,
formal dining room and *epergne
family room with fireplace
Kitchen has all built-lne. dug'
able Toginol floor and many
cabinets. Foyer, two the bathe
two car garage, patio, central
air-'conditioning, economical gas
heat and city water. Eines,
shown by appointment. Call 788-
16-1114
THREEZEDROOM, an aiselds.
brick ranch with pie* two
years old, central sir, wall
wall carpeting, two swine
baths, large living room with
dining area, family room. Lerga
convenient kitchea with bent.
in range, oven, dishwasher ad
disposal. Utility room, two en
garage, situated on Mealy lam&
seeped lot located at Eintleveell
Subdivision. For appointaamit
by transferred owner call evell-
hip or wedges& 768-7124
HAI.=
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, liv-
ing room, den, built-in kitchen,
134 baths, utility room and dos-
ed-in garage. Located on 90' s
206' lot. Loan transferrable, 718
Faidasie Drive, Bagwell MAWR
Subdivision, Call 753-5453 or
762-3747. M-224
SPACIOUS corner lot 255' x
155' on Hermitage and Green-
brier. This is a fast growing
prestigious neighborhood. En-
joy the advantage of building
your own home. Reasonable
price. Call 753-7119 in the even-
ing. 11-19-C
ONLY $995 on easy terms for
a large wooded lake view lot
(30000 sq. ft.) lake access, cen-
tral water system. Phone Geor-
ge Scully 753-1510. 1146-C
TWO ADJOINING lots, % block
off South 16th Street. Phone
753-6738. 11-18•C
HOUSE, four room frame, bath,
hot water, very good well. Elec-
tric heat, large panelled rooms,
one-fourth mile off of black
top, near lake. 12 miles east
of Murray. On 154 acres. Very
reasoneble. Owner leaving state.
Phone 753-7939 or 436-5887.
)1-14-P
LOT NO 172, Cambridge Shores
Subdivision, Marshall County,
behind Big Bear Camp. Water
from lot, water line run, black
top road to lot. Phone 436-5580,
Rudy Duncan. 11-15-P
NEW four-bedroom house with
234 baths, formal dining roan,
paneled family room with fire-
place. Dollble garage, utility
room, large living room, nice
kitchen with built in appliances,
carpet, central heat and air.
Phone 753-3903. M-154
WNKR leaving town and muat
1 this three bedroom, all elec-
tric brick home on east Park-
lane Drive. Carpeted living
room, utility room with built:-
in cabinets, kitchen with built
in stove and disposal, nice :ire
family room -and den. For an
ppointment phone 753-6388.
11-16-C
BEAUTIFUL, almost new, archi-
tect designed, custom built split-
level home with two large wood-
ed lots in Sherwood Forme
Over 3600 square feet in all.
Carpeted living room, has en
thedral beamed ceiling and huge
&place. Large dining all with
elms sliding doors veto ir
30' iedworici deck. Lovely kitch-
en with extra cabinets, dispos-
er, dish washer and attached
breakfast room. Stone foyer,
panelled family room with glass
doors to stone patio. Four car'
peted bedrooms and also office
which can be fifth bedroom.
Three complete tiled baths. In-
side two oar garage. Dry lower
level has very large finished
game room with large fireplace,
also utility room. Many other
extras such as cedar shake roof,
Anderson windows and electron-
ic air cleaner. Gas hest and
electric central air condlUon-






OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITY IN
SALES and SALES MANAGEMENT
BENEWS: -154..u0 per week guaranteed to start in field.
y -Opportunity to average Sli.uoo-w4moo first year.
-Long established national argann:alion.
-Raind promotion to manement d ,xecutive
positions based on performance and results. Man-
agers average $15,400 to 525.000 annually.
-Complete professional training progr.iin. Expense
yx.id while training. ,
--Hospitalization and Life Ins. few self and depen-
dents.
-No cold canvassing, leads furnished.
TO QUALIFY: -High school education or better preferred.
-Good health. energetic.
-Good car for local travel.
-Flexibility in learning new ideas rapidly, Pre-
vious selling experience desirable. but not re-
quired.
-Aggressive, sociable, pleasing personality.
-Ambitious, need for high income recognition ad-
vancement or personal achievement.
-Willing to work to obiain.your,goals or objec-
tives.
Contact: Mike Tomlin. Holiday Inn, Murray
3 to 9 p.m.. Friday, May 15
WANTED: Retired railroad cou-
ple desire to rent two bedroom
unfurnished house. No children
and no pets. Phone 153-21180.
• M-1&C
',ANTED TO BUY
WANTED: 14" Crash Cymbal
at 111" or both. Call 753-3793
otter 5 p. in., 611 Broad Street-
1(14-NC
Wanted To Buy
WANT TO BUY WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 22, 1970, ISSUES OF
.,:rHE LEDGER & TIMES
1Please bring to the office, 1111 No. 4th St.. or phone
. 753 1910 or 753-1917.
-Use
POR SALO FOR SAIJI
FEEDER PIGS. Mons 753.71115.
TpC UPRIGHT PIANO in excellent
 condition, $70.00. Phone 753-
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW how 8440 sifter 8:00 p. na. 3844,c
clean that mg will be Oil you 
try Blue Lustre. Rent electric STRAWBERRIES; Pick your
shampreer for only 41.00 at own, 25e quart. Bring your own
Big K. wrii-c containers to the Murray State
 University Farm. /
REMOVE carpet paths and 
spots; fluff beaten down nap NEW HOME MADE Barbie doll
with Blue Luatre. Rent sham- clothes, $1.00 each. Phone UV
poor $1. Weston Auto, Rome 2309- 114.
of "The Wishing Weil". 11-13-C 
EtALDWIN Pianos and Organs,
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
to purchase. Used spinet pianos
and organs. Lonardo Piano Com-
pany, "Your complete music
store", Paris and Martin, Ten-
nessee. 11-15-C
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos.
Aerate from Poet Office, Lon-
ardo Piano Co., Paris, Tenn.
H-M21.45-C
USED furniture and appliances,
electric range, bmit set,
wringer type anther, bed,
springs and mattress, couch
makes into a bed, portable TV,
other odd pieces. Call 753-5421
after 4 p. m. 11-LS-C
FO SALE or rent, two-bad-
room brick house, located 134
blocks from campus. For fur-
ther information call 753-8972.
11-15-C
FOR SALE or trade. Two beau-
tiful wooded water front lots
cn Kentucky Lake. 75 ft. on the
water, 230 ft. deep. For infor-
matioa on sale or trade cell 753-
7382 or 753-3892. 1149-C
/4647.
ANTIQUES: Ford coupe, tele-
phone, washing machine, milk
me wash kettle, jug and churn
Clifford Garrison, '707 Sycamore.
Phone 7 after 4:00 p. m.
11-14-C
BOARS„ ready for service.
Phone -753-2350. /1-14-C
WES(TERN PONY. Planar 7511fr----
11-14-C
BABY TURKEYS and ducklings,
gunnies, fancy chick.ens, ring
neck doves. Phone 328-8563, Hu-
bert Alexander, three miles
south of Sedalia. 11-18-P
10 HP MERCURY outboard mo-
tor, $130.00. Black leather west-
ern parade style saddle, $35.00
See at 503 North 7th. Phone
753-7572. /1-14-P
USED air conditioner, 18,00(
BTU. In good condition. Dunn's
TV & Appliance, 118 South 12th
Street, Murray. 1144-C
PANASONIC solid stale portable
tape recorder. Two tape speeds,
AC-DC operated. Model No. RQ
1025. Accessories; Dynamic mic-
rophone with remote control -
switch, microphone ease and
hand belt, radio cord R, 3 inch
reel and a magnetic ear phone.
Spikier tape and batteries.
Used one month, $50.00. Phone
53-3147 before 9:00 p. m.
TENC
STRAWBERRIES, pick your












SRI' OF MAPLE bunt ,beds. To-
Mist condition! Phase 753-
9548 after 5:00 p: m. ss-ukc











TOMATO LANTS for sale.
Cheap. Mrs. Paul Dili, phone
753-3581. 11-1/5•C
1963 FORD station wagon, drive
anywhere, $250.00. 1940 Ford
pickup, $150.00. Air comps-es-
act hoee and gun, $100.00.
Black and white TV, $25.00.
Golf dubs (2 woods, 5 iningr--
$33.00. See at 1106 Olive Street
after 5:00 p. m. /1-18-P
AKC Registered male Gomm
Shepherd. Black mid tan, 18
months, $75.00., 753-8188.
M-204
FROM wall to wall, no mil at
all, on carpets cleaned with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home
of "The Wishing Well". M•16-C
BEAUTIFUL 15 ft. 4 inch Fiber-
glas boat, 40 h. p. Motor, and
trailer, all for $71/5.00. See at
Starks Mobile Homes, phone
753-6734 or 753-4469. 11-16-C
-1 ARMY DRESS blues, coat 38,
pants, 36x31, $50.00. Phone 753
6455. 1(46-C
COLDSPOT air conditioner,
14000 BTU. Just like brand
new, Must sell. Phone 762-4386
M•16-(
DROP LEAF solid oak table.
1306 Poplar. M-16-C
3-POINT book up blade for
tractor. $100.00. See Brandon
Dill after 4:00 p. m. Located at
Murray Drive in Theatre en-
trance. M-14-C
LOOT & POUND
LOST. Chihuahua, female, white
dog, two years old. Answers to
name of Febby. Will give re-
ward. Phone 753-5807 or con-
tact Bene's Kennel, 403 South
12th Street. M-14-C
LOST: Brown billfold. Need
identification cards. Reward
$20.00, Lost on gravel road be
tween Jame Outland and Pat
Falwell's house Saturday morn-
ing. Phone 4364856. 1144-C
LOST: Girls pair of glasses in




Gravel, Sand and Limestone
Hauling. Driveways bulls.
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In Old Norway-
Bergen 900 Years Old
This view shows Bergen's fish market ifrvaroundl
and the wharf area with its medieval buildin
gs.
By SANDO BOLOGNA
Central Press Assocuition Correspondent-
BERGEN, Norway-Norwegian music, hospitali
ty and folklore
are being emphasized this year in Bergen and 
its environs more
than in any other 'Norwegian area because of 
this city's 900th
anniversary celebration.
Jubilee receptions are being held daily at 3 ,3
0'p_ni in King
Haakon's Hall, the 700-year-old royal ceremonia
l castle. Built by
King Haakon IV, the castle was first used in 
1261 for a royal
wedding. Damaged during World War II, it was
 reconstructed as
a national historic shrine.
Throughout the spring, summer and autumn,
 there will be
folk dances, music programs, 
and fjord. cruises. Traditional way. 
King Clay III Kyrre
ceremonies will take place in fou
nded Bergen in 1070 but re-
the Historical MuSeum which cen
t excavations indicate that
contains medieval wood carv- a
ncient peoples lived in the
ings, ancient paintings on' are
a long before its official
wood, and stone age relics. settlem
ent,.
Piano recitals will be held 
• , •
every week at Trollhaugen.. the B
ERGEN was an important
home on Lake Nordas, eight cent
er of shipping and corn-
miles south of Bergen, where m
erce when it was dominated
Edvard Grieg composed some by 
Hanseatic merchants from'
of his finest works while he 1
3.50. to 1550. However, by
home is now a museum of u
nder Norwegian law and theirlived
 here for 22 years. The 1580. the
 Hanseats were placed
Grieg memorabilia. Special per. 
trade was taken over gradually
forrnances of Grieg's "Peer by the merchants of Bergen.
Gynt" will be held in Norway's Al
though the city has been
oldest theater, Den National e
xtensively damaged by fires.
Scene. i dow
n the years. many historic
• • • buildings are still standing.
HIGHLIGHT of the year-long Am
ong them are St. Mary's
commemorative programs is Chur
ch, oldest structure in the
t.he 18th Bergen Internation- city
, completed by 1150, and
al Festival of folklore.- music, conside
red a fine Norman
and drama, a late May program churc
h; ftosenkrantz Tower.
including American musicians. next 
to Haation's Hall, built in
the international array of solo- 
1563: Hanseatic Wharf, with
ists and orchestras. 
Igabled wooden houses rebuilt'
Called "The City Among aft
er the Great Fire of 1702,
Seven Mountains," Bergen, 
and Bergen Cathedral I Dom-
with a population of 120,000, is 
kirken). built in the 12th cen-
the second largest city of Nor- tliTY-
, Wall Street
(latter
NEW YORK (UPI)- Fears
and suspicions are characteris-
tic of the more emotional
phases of stock market correc-
tions, just as over-optimism
and over-confidence are evident
during the late stages of
advances Harris, Upham Li Co.
says. The 1910 market vrhich
has been acting up to now like
"a suspicious man who is
afraid he will find a ghost in
the closet," is doing the very
things it should do to'remove
the distortions that were
created in the past five years.
The market will hew closely
to domestic affairs over the
longer term Spear and Staff
believes
'
adding that there are
signs already the business
slowdown is net about to end
shortly. Though the struirle.an
ee
A the recent hefty stee
l price
hike by Bethlehem Steel may
not yet have dawned on Wall
Street, it has not been lost on
the Federal Reserve Board,
which can be expected to
regard it as one more reason to
"ease up more slowly than ever
on the credit brakes."
---
Since the principal victims of
the market's "panic" to date
have been professional or at
least "sophisticated" investors,
the selling has been deceptively
orderly, Hopsiln Bros. & Co.
says. It may well turn out that
this bear market will end
without the classic selling
climax, simply arriving finally
at a point where a smbll
amount of buying encounters a
vacuum of offerings. The firm
believes that anyone who CU
afford short-term risks should
be a buyer of stocks at this
point, since the market is
probably near or at a classic,
major turning points.
"Despite the magnification
which is inherent in the
Immediacy' of today." the
market should be able to
weather the crisis of 1970
without collapsing, says Wrigh
Investors' Service. The inves-
tor's best course is to 'retain




NEW YORK (UPI) - The
weler's bridal registry is the
traightforward way a bride can
he known her preferences in
*lver, china and crystal.
She puts down her choices
and friends and relatives to go the
registry to get ideas about gifts
for the newlyweds.
Some ideas:
-Silver holloware. ,For the'
table there are trays, color lined
bowls and cleered-dishes.
goblets, bread and butter plates,
salt and pepper shakers, Witter
dish, candfesticks,. crystal salad
howl with stkrling trim, trivets,
water pitcher.
ifor hostessing there are chip
'n dip server, three-tier buffet
server, nut disheS, bon bon
dishes, cocktail shaker, glasses
with sterling trim, compotes,
and silver coffee or tea service.
Silver also can shine through the
new house as picture frames of
various sizes, as dresser
accessories, paper weight, a silver
trimmed mirror that can be hung
on the wall or used as
centerpie4.
-China and crystal. Besides
the china and crystal pieces the
bride . wants in her chosen
patterns, there are gift
possibilities in china figurines,
crystal Vases, china serving
pieces, crystal centerpieces,
decorative china' boxes and a
charming, crystal candlelight
cocktail set for two.
. -
-Clocks:These range from
chiming grandfather Hocks to
brass boudoir clocks with
everything in between. The
everything includes
battery-powered desk clocks.
•ecor-matching area clocks, a




strength, profitability, a a d
value" of the blue-chip stocks,
the arm says.
THE LEDGER & TIM
ES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
LARGEST STOCK & BEST SELECTION
OF SPORTING GOODS
and FISHING TACKLE
in West Kentucky, and at the Lowest Prices!
Come In and See Why Every
body Shops at Uncle Jeff's











We Can Fill Any
Doctor's Prescription
Let us fill your next pre-
scription and prove our
prices are LOWER!

















606 - REG. $13.00
$67.50 .SILVER TROLL
REG $139 503" "An $92.0L GM 
LONG
"AR $10.00REG $135 00





ZIPPERED DOOR AND WINDOW
SEWED-IN FLOOR










TN OUTSIDE ALUMINUM FRAME
439.95
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Family Size 5-0x. Tube-Reg. $1.59
,1: 11111 93c
* UNCLE JEFF'S FASHION FABRICS *
























NOTE THESE OUTSTANDING ANC, 
UOTSIDE
"$19.95 UNUSUAL FEATURES
• 6' Wall Height
•8' Center Height
. arge Screened Windows with
. Inside Zippered,Stotxn Flap
. N,, front Door Obstruction
. ()Aside Canopy ND
Reg. $99.95 : !scvs'(,''t eaps funbrieClSotf)hti; & I aDoor ntern
SPRING LOADED ALUMINUM F AMI • Do•Ider 
Curtain Rings Included
WITH AUTO LOCI< POLES
WITH LIGHT WI MIRACLE CVCOLAC 51011(f',
. Sewed in Floor
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